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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Legal interpretation plays central role in any legal discourse. 
In practical legal discourse it has to do with determ ination of m ea-
nings of the legal texts and often influences qualification of facts to 
which legal rules are applied. In legal theoretical discourse on the 
level of legal dogmatics the so-called „doctrinal interpretation" is of-
ten used for system atizing the law in force and for constructing legal 
concepts. Legal rules are also interpreted in the law-m aking activities, 
when the law-maker has to determ ine the meaning of the already 
existing legal texts and to consider the possible interpreta tions of the 
rules he is going to enact in the future situations of their use.

1.2. Theory of legal interpretation is strongly influenced by prac-
tical issues and ideology operative in the application of law. Roughly 
Sipeaking, there are two opposite tendencies combining ideological, 
practical and theoretical issues.

* The e ssa y  is a rev ised  version of the text presented during the Third Sum mer  
School of the U niversity o l the Basque Country in San Sebastian  in the vo lum e La 
în terpretacion cle la consti tucion ,  D onostia 1984, A b réviations used in the text: 
Const. A —  C onstitution  of Austria (1981); Const. E —  C onstitu tion  of Spain (1978); 
Const. F — C onstitu tion of France (1958); Const. FRG —  C onstitution of the Federal  
Republic of Germ any (1949); Const. I —  C onstitu tion  of Italy (1948); Const. P —  Con-
stitu tion  of Polish People'a Republic (1952), am endm ent 1982; Const. USA —  Consti-
tu tion of the United States of Am erica  (1787); Const. USSR —  Constitution  of Soviet  
Socialist Republics (1977).



One tendency is to treat in terp reta tion as a discovery of meaning 
inherent in the interpreted legal rule and to treat in terp reta tive acti-
vity as a reconstruction of this meaning. The another tendency treats 
interpreta tion as an ascription of a meaning to the legal rule deter-
mined by various factors, and treats interpreta tion as a creative  acti-
vity sim ilar to or analogous with a law-making. There are theoretical 
constructions of m eaning and ideological postulates determ ining the 
place due for the interpretator according to each of these tendencies, 
wfrich do not appear, however, in a pure form but in ideology and 
theory and not in legal practice.

1.3. Constitutional interpreta tion appears as a special case of legal 
interpretation. The general theory of legal interpretation covers also 
constitutional interpretation, although there are special features of the 
la tter connected with the particularities of the role of constitution in 
the legal system, of its application and of its institutional organization.

My contention is that to deal with the issues of constitutional in-
terpreta tion in a theoretically sound way one has to use the fram e-
work of a general theory of interpretation.

1.4. In my essay I will deal with the following topics: (a) concep-
tions of legal interpretation; (b) typology of legal interpretation; 
(c) a model of operative interpretation; (d) the interp reta tive process 
and justification of in terpreta tive  decision; (e) theory and ideology of 
legal interpretation; (f) the problem  of a creativity of legal interpre-
tation and the one right interpretation thesis; (g) institutions and func-
tions of constitutional interpretation.

2. THE CONCEPTIONS OF LEGAL INTERPRETATION

2.1. There are several conceptions of legal interpretation more or 
less influenced by the use of the term  ,,interpreta tion” in practical legal 
discourse and by general sem iotical ideas.

For our purposes it is sufficient to single out three conceptions of 
legal interpretation and to choose one of them used in the general 
theory presented here1.

1 For the m eaning of the term „interpretation" cf. J. W r ó b l e w s k i ,  Legal  
Reasonings in Legal Interpreta t ion,  „Logique et A nalyse" 1969, 45, p. 4 sq., reprinted  
in J. W r ó b l e w s k i ,  M eaning  ancl Truth in Judicia l Decision,  H elsink i 19832, p. 72 
sq. and cit. lit .



2.2. The interp retation sensu largissiino is defined as an understan-
ding of an object as a phenom enon of culture. If we have to do e.g. 
with a particulary shaped piece of stone then we can ask w hether it 
is a result of natu ral forces of wind or w ater, or the hum an work 
such as an instrum ent or a piece of art. In the form er case we just 
are interested in the natural processes dealt with in the area  of geo-
logy, but in the la tter case we ascribe to the piece of stone some v a-
lue (sense, meaning) treating it as a result of human activity. In other 
words one ascribes to the m aterial substratum  some value (sense, m ea-
ning) by interpreting it as a resu lt of m an's activities. And this is 
a „cultural in terpretation" used in the hum anities and calling for pro-
per philosophical background.

•
2.3. In terpretation sensu largo m eans understanding of any lingui-

stic sign. In other words, to understand a sign of a given language 
one has to interpret it by ascribing to it a meaning according to the 
rules of sense of this language. It is evident that, firstly, one has to 
treat something as a sign of a language (interpretation in the largest 
sense) and, secondly, to ascribe to it a m eaning by understanding it 
(interpretation in a large meaning).

This synonim ity of „interpretation" and „understanding" is used in 
the area of contem porary semiotics. There is, thus, an analogy be-
tween interpreting a formal calculus by some models and interpreting 
a natural language. If we are interested in a legal language in which 
legal texts are form ulated, then to understand them one has to use 
in terpreta tion  in the large sense. The same holds for any use of 
natural language in everyday  acts of communication.

2.4. In terpretation sensu stricto m eans determ ination of a meaning 
of a linguistic expression when there are doubts concerning this m ea-
ning in a concrete case of communication. There are, therefore, two 
types of situation of comm unication: either the direct understanding 
of a language is enough for concrete com munication purposes, or there 
are doubts which a re  elim inated by interpretation. The occurence 
of these two types of situation is commonly known from everyday  ex-
perience of communication. In the standard situations of everyday  life 
when the common language of the persons participating in an act of 
communication is used, then one understands what is spoken about 
in spite of all the known semiotical features of the language in que-
stion. W hen there arises a doubt one uses special instrum ents such 
as seeking definitions, dictionnaires or grammar, especially when one 
of the concerned persons does not speak adequately well the used



language, e.g. it is for her not a native language, or a situational con-
text is far from ordinary etc.

The same holds in legal discourse exemplified by justified judicial 
decision. In some cases there are  no interp retative  doubts and no is-
sues concerning the meaning of used rules are  discussed, and there 
are  situations when the controversies concerning the meaning of these 
rules are  dealt with. One can nam e the former a „situation of 
isom orphy”, the la tter as „situation of interpreta tion"2. Taking this 
into account one cannot treat „understanding" of a language as sy-
nonym ous with its „interpretation".

This use of the term „interpreta tion" has a long tradition in legal 
discourse and is connected with the interpretatio cessât in Claris or 
clara non sunt interpretanda  principle. There are, however, serious 
theoretical criticisms against these principles connected with a call 
for using the term „interpretation" sens и largo (point 2.2).

2.5. In my opinion a choice of a conception of interpretation de-
pends on the research purposes within the conceptual fram ework of 
a given theory. In fact, for some purposes the strict conception of 
interpretation is better and for other the large conception is more 
suitable. I will use the form er conception for the following reasons.

Firstly, the conception in question corresponds with to the use of 
the term „interpretation" in the language of the practical legal dis-
course in general, and especially to its use in justification of judicial 
decisions.

Secondly, using the term  „interpretation" as synonym ous with the 
term „understanding" one has to single out the situations in which 
there are  no doubts and situations of doubt, when the issue of deter-
mination of meaning is eviden tly relevan t in a legal discourse. One 
has, thus, to introduce, a term inology to identify these two types of 
situations.

Thirdly, one has to stress that the situation of doubt (situation of 
interpretation) and that of claritas (situation of isomorphy) depend 
on concrete acts of com munication and cannot be dealt with in ab-
stracto. The same text is clear or doubious dependent on concrete con-
texts of its use. The c larity is, thus, a pragm atic notion which is link-
ed with some semantical features of the interpreted legal language

1 These  term s are introduced by K. M а а к к о n с n, Zur P roblematik der juri-
d ischen Entscheidung,  Turku 1965, § 5. cf. a lso G. G о t 11 i e b, The Logic ol Choice,  
London 1968, chapt. VII, J. W r ó b l e w s k i ,  Semantic  Basis o l the  T heo ry  ol Legal  
In terpretat ion , „Logique et A nalyse" 1963, 21/24, p. 404— 409, repr. i d e m .  Meaning...,  
p. 33— 38.



(cf. point 4.3.1). It seem s that some of the argum ents directed against 
interpretation sensu stricto  a re  connected with the lack of pragmatic 
conception of clarity and seem to express a postulate bound with the 
idea that all legal texts should be interpreted (cf. point 6.4).

2.6. According to the semiotical approach to legal interpretation 
it is also im portant to identify w hat is interpreted. There are various 
views closely connected with theoretical conceptions of (legal) dispo-
sition and (legal) rule and their meaning3. It is no place here to p re-
sent the varieties of theories concerning all of them, and I will, there-
fore, present two types of theoretical positions stressing their links 
with the conceptions of legal interpretation singled out above.

The first type accepts the following term inological conventions:
(a) legal disposition is a part of a legal text singled out as an article, 
paragraph, a linea etc. according to an used legislative technique;
(b) legal norm is a rule  constructed from legal dispositions according 
to an accepted model of its proper (normal) formula; (c) legal disposi-
tions and legal norms have a meaning as expressions of a legal lan-
guage used in determ ined contexts; (d) this meaning, depending on 
the contexts of their use, is e ither clear or not depending on concrete 
cases of their use: in the former situation one understand them 
directly in their prima lacie meaning, in the la tter one interprets them 
(interpretation in the strict sense).

The second type of convention accepts the following terminology:
(a) legal dispositions are  linguistic signs of a legal text; (b) a norm is 
a meaning of these signs which form ulates a determ ined (clear?) rule 
of behaviour; (c) the norm as meaning is a resu lt of interpretation in 
a wide sense which determines the structure and content of the norm 
in question; (d) to understand a disposition means to interpret it and 
to create a meaning.

The choice betw een these two sets of conventions is, of course, 
linked with various theoretical issues. Stressing the dependence of 
any choice of conceptual apparatus on the aims of research I am for 
the first type of convention. According to them the object of legal 
interpretation is always a text of a legal rule, either expressed as 
a disposition or as a norm, and this rule is form ulated in a legal

3 Cf. in general W. L a n g ,  J. W r ó b l e w s k i ,  S. Z a w a d z k i ,  Teoria  pa ństw a  
i praw a  [T h 'ory  ot State and Law], W arszaw a 1986s, chapt. 17; J. W r ó b l e w s k i ,  
Las c lasses de  réglas juridicas,  „Rivista de c iencias socia les"  1984, 25 
w here the v iew s of R. N. Bobbio, H. L. A. Hart and A. Ross are analyzed . There are  
synonym ous term s of „ legal disposition" such  as „ legal provision", „ legal prescrip-
tion".



language4. The standard exam ples of interpretation is an in terp reta-
tion of legal disposition, and not of a constructed norm.

Summing up: one interprets texts formulated in legal language 
when pragm atically these texts are not clear enough for the purposes 
of communication in determ ined contexts.

3. TYPOLOGY OF LEGAL INTERPRETATION

3.1. There are  m any classifications and typologies of legal in ter-
pretation. For our purposes it is sufficient to single out four types of 
criteria -according to which one identifies the particular types of legal 
interpretation. There are the following criteria : source of in terpréta-
tion, validity of in terpretative decision; type of interpreted text; quali-
fication of interpretation.

3.2. The „source of interpretation" identifies who interprets a le-
gal text.

(a) In authentic interpreta tion the law-m aker interprets t h e  t e x t  

he has enacted. According to the accepted ideas eius est interpretari 
cuius est condere legem, and the law-m aker has a com petence of an 
authentic interpretation.

There is an opinion that the so-called legal definitions, thought of 
as determ ination of the meaning of terms used in the norm ative act 
containing these definitions, are a case of authentic interpreta tion3. 
The law-m aker in fact being aw are of the doubts which could concern 
some of the teim s he uses in advance fixes their meaning. It is u su-
ally accepted that the authentic interpretation is as valid as the in ter-
preted  text itself, provided the proper form is maintained.

(b) In legal interpretation there is a singled out organ of the State 
which has special interp retative competence. E.g. in Poland the Coun-
cil of State has the com petence of interpretation of statutes (art. 30 
sec. 1(4) const. P), and this interpreta tion has a general validity.

(c) In operative interpreta tion the law-applying organ interprets

4 This is« how ever, a sim plification  because one can discuss w hether lega l norm  
as a constructed rule is a lw ays formula,tod in the legal language sensu stric to.

s The nature of lega l definition  is, how ever, rather controversial. Cf. e.g. U. S с a r- 
p e l l i ,  La delinizione nel diri tto ,  [in:] Diritto  e anal isi del linguaggio ,  ed. 
U. S c a r p e l l i ,  M ilano 1976; A. R o s s ,  La delinizione nel  linguaggio  giuridico,  
(in:] ib idem;  С. E. A l c h o u r r ó n  and E. B u l y g i n ,  Deiinic iones  у  normas,  [in:) 
El derecho y  lenguaje , H omenaje  a Genaro R. Carrió,  Buenos A ires 1983,



the rules used in the process of their application in concrete case®. 
The standard exam ple is an interpretation of sta tutes in judicial or in 
adm inistrative application of law.

■(d) Doctrinal interpretation is the interpretation of law made in 
the legal sciences in general, and in legal dogm atics in particular. 
Among the standard tasks of legal dogm atics there is the system ati-
zation of the law in force, and this task demands often an in terp reta-
tion of legal rules correlated with construction of legal concepts7. Le-
gal dogm atics analyses also in glosses and comm entaries in terp reta-
tion of law made by the state organs, and especially an operative 
interpretation, giving his own interpretation.

(e) There is, last not least, interpretation flowing from other sour-
ces: in terpretation of the parties and their representa tives in legal 
process, which often stim ulates operative interpretation; interpretation 
made in public opinion, especially when evaluation law and law -ap-
plying decisions, which is a re levan t for identifying the content of the 
legal consciousness among the particular groups of a society.

3.3. The determ ination of meaning is expressed in in terpreta tive 
decision, because there is alw ays a choice between different m eanings 
when the prima tacie meaning of a text is doubtful.

The term „validity" in the legal discourse has many meanings. Le-
gal theory is especially interested in the m eaning of „validity of law ” 
or „validity of a legal rule", but one can use this term also in refe-
rence to interpretative decision. There are various conceptions of v a-
lidity: the basic three conceptions (systemic, factual, and axiological 
validity) are  combined with conceptions correlated with the singled 
out conceptions of a legal system  defining their rules of recognition8.

" T h e  terirr „operative  interpretation" has been introduced by  L. F e  r r a j о 1 i, 
Inlerpretazione dot lrina le  e  interpretazione opera l iv a ,  „Rivista internazionale  di filo- 
so lia  del d iritto” 1966, 1, and this interpretation has been sin gled  out before without  
using this term J. W r ó b l e w s k i ,  Zagadnien ia  teorii w y k ła d n i  praw a ludo w eg o
(Prób! -ms of Interpretation of Socia list L aw |, W arszaw a 1959, chapt. I ll § 1, and
passim.

7 About doctrinal interpretation cf. A. A a r n i o ,  On Legal Reasoning ,  Turku 
1977, chapt. 111(4); I d e m ,  Phi losophical P e rs pe ct ive s in Jurisprudence,  H elsink i 1983, 
chapt. 8.

8 Cf. in general J. W r ó b l e w s k i ,  Tre concet ti  di va l id i té ,  „Rivista trim estra le  
di diritto e procedura c iv ile"  1982, 2; I d e m ,  Three C onc epts  ot V a l id i ty  of Law,  
„Tidskrift u tg iven  av Juridiska F öreningen i Finland" 1982, 5—€ and Ht. cit.; I d e m ,  
Fuzziness of Legal System ,  (in:| Ess ays in Legal T heor y  in Honor of Kaarie  M akko-  
nen X V I O ike ust ied e  Jurispruden tia  1983, p. 319— 322 and lit. cit.



For our purposes it is sufficient, however, to simplify the issue 
saying that there are three m eanings of validity used in reference to 
interpretation. Firstly, the validity of interpreta tive  decision in the 
sense that all adressees of valid legal norms (А-validity) or a deter-
mined group of the addressees of this decision (G-validity) are bound 
by this decision according to the valid legal rules. Secondly, the vali-
dity of interpreta tive  decision in the sense that some persons are 
interpreting legal texts according to them, and think that this is a p ro -
per thing to do, w ithout having any duty to do so (F-validity). The 
G- and А-validity is imposed by law and, thus, corresponds to the 
„systemic validity" of legal rules, whereas the F-validity corresponds 
to „factual validity" of legal rules.

The А -validity of interpretative  decision means that all addressees 
of the law have a duty to understand them according to this in ter-
pretation. It is the case of authentic interpretation and of legal in ter-
pretation.

The G-validity of interpreta tive  decision is restricted by law to 
some groups of addressees. Thus e.g. in the judicial procedures in 
statuto ry  law system s there  are forms of judicial interpretation of the 
higher level court which are binding the lower court when deciding 
a concrete case. In Polish law there are some qualified forms of reso -
lutions of the Supreme Court which are  binding all courts, but not 
other State organs. According to the decisions of the Polish Supreme 
Adm inistrative Court the instructions of central adm inistrative agen-
cies as acts of „internal m anagem ent'' cannot impose duties on the 
citizens, and, therefore, it holds also for in terpretation which is inclu-
ded in them — it is valid only for adm inistration and not outside it.

The F-validity of interpreta tive  decision appears when the decision 
influences the interpretation in a m anner analogous to the A- or G-va-
lidity, but there  is no legal rule imposing such duty. So in sta tutory 
law countries the interp retative decisions of hicrhest courts function 
in average situations as if they had A- or G-validity9. It is especially 
patent for lower courts decisions which use interpreta tion of the hiah- 
est court as an argum ent supporting their own interpretative  activitv. 
There are many explanations of this fact, hiahy im portant for u n i f o r -

mity and certainty of judicial application of law. But in statu tory law 
systems there is no precedent rule, and there are  divergencies in 
interpretative  decisions within the hiahest courts them selves appearin'? 
as ra ther hard case for the functioning of adm inistration of justice.

• Cf. J. W r ó b l e w s k i ,  The Concept and the  Function o l Preceden t in Stalu/e-  
-Law Sys tem s,  „A ich ivum  Iuridicum  C r acoviense” 1974, VII, rep. in I d e m ,  M ea-
ning...,  p. 157 sq.



One can ask w hether some doctrinal interpretation appearing as 
a communis opinio doctorum  has not such F-validity in the functioning 
of legal systems, although it never achieves the pedigree of the Ro-
man responsa prudentium.

3.4. The typology of interpretative decisions according the object 
of interpretation depends, of course, on the typology of legal rules, 
and presents no theoretical interest. If one singles out for exam ple 
constitution, statutes, sub-statutory legal rules, international contracts, 
and norm ative acts such as contracts, testam ents etc., then one can 
single out accordingly the types of legal in terpretation and ask about 
particularities, if any.

3.5. Typology of interpretation according to its qualification trad i-
tionally refers to two issues.

Firstly, there is the opposition of interpretatio extensiva  and inter- 
pretatio restrictiva. This w idely used qualification, according to the 
general theory of interpretation, takes place when the different m ea-
nings of interpreted legal rule are compared, when using the second 
degree interpretative  directives (see point 4.8).

Secondly, more complicated problem presents the qualification of 
interpretation as secundum, praeter and contra legem. The theoretical 
analysis dem onstrates that in fact this qualification deals with a com-
parison of different interpretations of legal rules, one of which is ter-
med as lex  (see point 8.4).

In both cases whe have, thus, to do with qualification based on 
com parison of different interpretations and/or their results, and on 
evaluative  choices of one of them as the proper one.

3.6. Constitutional interpreta tion is put within the fram ework of 
the types of interpretation singled out above. This interpretation is 
identified by its object, i.e. a constitution (point 3.4). There are  various 
possible sources of this interpretation: a parlam ent as the constitu-
tion-making agency, a special organ which has the com petence of 
constitutional interpretation, the organs applying the constitutional ru -
les, the legal science and others (comp, point 2). The most interesting 
is the case of a constitutional interpretation made by the state orqan 
controlling the constitutionality of statutes (and of other norm ative 
acts) (cf. point 8.2) and/or dealing with the cases of constitutional res-
ponsibility (cf. point 8.3). E.g. according to art. 93 sec. 1(1) Const. 
FRC Federal Constitutional Tribunal decides the interpretative  issues 
of that Constitution; according to § 1 sec. 1 of the Organic statute



concerning Constitutional Tribunal of Spain (statute of October 3, 1979) 
this tribunal is the suprem e in terpreta tor of the Constitution.

The validity of constitutional interpretation (point 3.3) is decided 
by the law in force in particular countries (A- and G-validity) and 
is based on the au thority of interpretative  decisions (F-validity).

4 A MODEL OF OPERATIVE INTERPRETATION

4.1. O perative interpreta tion is the interpretation made during an 
application of law, when there  are doubts concerning the meaning of 
applied rules relevant for making a decision (situation of in terp reta-
tion) (cî. point 3.2(c))10.

In this situation the law -applying organ has to determ ine 
the meaning in question in a m anner precize enough for the purposes 
of decision-making.

The interpretative  decision is justified by reference to in terp retati-
ve directives which are thought of as rules concerning how to deter-
mine a m eaning of the interpreted text. The choice of the directives 
in question and often their use depends on evaluations and, therefore, 
justification of the decision in question has to single out the evalua-
tions (or values) accepted by the decision-m aker.

Tn the first approxim ation a model of operative interpretation has 
to single out: (a) doubts, as the starting point of interpretation; (b) use 
of interp retative directives implying evaluations; (c) making an inter-
pretative  decision which, eventually, is or has to be justified.

There is, however, a variety  of interp retative decisions and their 
application leads sometimes to different results. I single out, therefore, 
two levels of the directives in question: directives of the first level 
DI1 determ ine how the interpreta tor should to ascribe the meanincr of 
a legal rule taking into account the re levant contexts of the rule, 
i.e. linauistic, system ic and functional context; directives of the second 
level DI2 determ ine how the DI1 ouqht to be used (DI2 of procedure) 
and how to choose betw een the different results of an application of 
DI1 (DI2 of preference).

Takinq this into account a general model of operative interpreta-
tion singles out the following elem ents: (a) initial doubt concerning the

10 The présentation  of the problem s of operative  interpretation iis based  on fo llo -
w ing  texts of m ine: The Problem ol the  M eaning  of the  Legal Norm,  „österreich isch e  
Zeitschrift für öffentliches Recht" 1964, 3— 4,- rep. Meaning. ..,  p. 1 sq.; Semantic  Basis...; 
Legal Reasonings...;  Zagadnienia  teorii...,  chapt. II— VIII; Są do w e stos ow an ie  prawa  
(Judicial A pplication ot Law ], W arszaw a 1982, chapt. УЦ.



meaning of a legal rule to be applied, (b) application of Dl1 according 
to the DI2 of procedure,- (c) comparison of the results of (b); (d) if the 
results in question, i.e. meanings of an interpreted rule according to 
DI1, are  different, then the choice of one meaning according to DI2 
of preference; (e) form ulation of interpretative  decision and, even -
tually, its justification.

A theoretical model of operative in terpreta tion singles out the 
problems the decision-m aker has to solve, but is not any description 
of an interpreta tive  process (cf. point 5.1).

The model of operative interpreta tion could be used by analogy 
to other kinds of interpretation in the strict sense although the doubts 
in question could be e ither predicted doubts (in authentic in terp reta-
tion), or doubts arising in some re levant law-applying processes (le-
gal interpretation), or linked w ith a system atization of law (doctrinal 
interpretation). The way of elim inating these doubts is strictly analo-
gous, viz. by reference to interp retative directives and to evaluations.

A constitutional interpreta tion is an operative interpreta tion when 
one has to do with an application of constitutional rules. This is 
especially the case in the system s w here special institutions concer-
ning the control of constitutionality of law-m aking and of constitutio-
nal responsability are functioning (cf. points 8.2, 8.3).

4.2. The interpretation in the strict sense ex definitione is needed 
when there are doubts concerning the meaning of a rule, and in ope-
ra tive  interpretation these doubts arise in the process of an applica-
tion of law. There are, thus, e ither situations of isomorphy or situa-
tions of interpretation (cf. point 3.2(c)).

T here are  constitutional rules which stim ulate no doubts, because 
their wording is practically clear in pragm atic contexts of their use: 
e.g. the determ ination of the capital of the state (§ 5 Const. E) or de-
term ination of the num ber of members of parliam ent (art. 21 sec. 1 
Const. P).

There are, however, constitutional rules which in some situations 
stim ulate interpretation.

There are  constitutional terms which are  openly evaluative, and 
hence, for sem iotical reasons, dem and a determ ination of their m ea-
ning when used. E.g. the suprem e values of legal order expressed as 
„liberty", ,,egality" or „justice" (§ 1 Const. E) for linguistic reasons 
call for interpretation in any context where there are no strictly de-
fined m eanings of those fundam ental terms and various political for-
ces tend to use them in a m ore or less different m anner when deci-
ding concrete issues (cf point 8.4.2(a)). The same holds for all general



clauses and openly evaluative  terms in the legal language, but also 
descriptive terms could be fuzzy (point 8.4.2(c)). Hence the doubts are 
linked with the linguistic context of an interpreted rule.

The system ic context stim ulates in terpreta tive doubts when one 
com pares a rule which in its prima lacie meaning it inconsistent or 
incoherent with other rules valid in this system 11. This is especially 
the case of any control of the constitutionality of statutes: if there is 
an inconsistency of a sta tutory rule and constitutional rule taken in 
their prima lacie meaning, then there  is a doubt whether one of them, 
or both of them, are properly understood. Constitutional rules are 
often thought of as „legal principles" in one of several meanings of 
this vague term 12, and as principles they play a relevant role in de-
termining the meanings of interpreted rules, which are  not „coherent" 
with them and, thus, stimulate doubts as to their prima lacie m ea-
nings.

There also relevant factors of the functional context of law, viz. 
of the rules, evaluations, and various opinions concerning the features 
of the society, and of the state, and the „will" of the law-m aker and 
decision-maker, thought of as relevant for the m eaning of interpreted 
rules. The standard cases of doubt is the conflict betw een the func-
tions of a rule used in its prima facie meaning with the ratio legis 
or purposes of the actual (as opposed to the historical) law-maker. 
The doubts are stim ulated by political elements of the functional con-
text coupled with the fuzziness of constitutional language. E.g. the 
doubts concerning the meaning of „fundamental principles" in art. 34 
Const. F: „la loi détermine les principes fondamentaux" are  connected 
with the idea that this rule determ ines the „m atière réservée à la loi",

11 The use  of thj. term „consistency"  app lied to relation betw een  norms thought  
of as neither true nor fa lse lingu istic  expressions dem ands specia l term inologica l con-
ventions and/or a specia l kind of non-a letic  log ic  for norm ative discourse. The term  
„coherence" is used in a w ay transcending the field  of log ic. For an app lication  of 
both terms in legal d iscourse cl. e.f. N. M a c C o r m i c k ,  Legal Reasoning  and Legal  
Theory,  Oxford 1978. For a general log ica l outline  cf. e.g. O. W e i n b e r g e r ,  Rech ts-
logik ,  W ien --N e w  York 1970, chapt. VIII 4(c),- Ch. and O. W e i n b e r g e r ,  Logik,  
Semant ik,  Her meneu t ik ,  M ünchen 1979, chapt. 7. 11. There is, how ever, a lso  a v iew  
restricting  the postulate  of co n sisle ncy  for legal system  as a system  com bining  the  
features ot „sistem i tetic i" and „sistem i proeretic i" cf. G. di B e r n a r d o ,  L'indagine  
del mondo sociale ,  Milano 1979, part. II, chapt. 2(12); I d e m ,  Le regole  dell 'azione  
sociale ,  M ilano 1983, p. 184—209.

M Cf. a typ olo gy  of various uses of this term J. W r ó b l e w s k i ,  Le rôle des  
principes au droit dans la théorie  et l'idéologie  de  l'interpreta tion juridique,  „Archi- 
vum Iurldicum C racoviense" 1984, XVII, part. I,- R. A 1 e x y, Zum Begrilt des Rechts-
prinzips,  „Rechtçtheoric" 1979, Beiheft 1.



and this means the problem  of distribution of law-m aking power be-
tween the parliam ent and governm ent (cf. point 8.4.2(b)).

The doubts stim ulating operative interpretation are linked with an 
application of law. But analogous doubts appear also in a general 
analysis and system atization of law in doctrinal interpretation, and 
the interpretation of constitutional law is no exception.

The existence of a doubt is alw ays related with a concrete use 
of a legal rule. In operative interpreta tion the decision-m aker always 
has to choose betw een stating that the lex  clara est and stating that 
the meaning of this lex  in concrete context of comm unication is doubt-
ful. The claritas and doubt are, thus, situation-dependent (cf. points 
4.2; 5.3).

4.3. The theory of legal interpreta tion presented here is based on 
a semiotical approach. This means inter alia that the features of the 
legal language determ ine the problems of in terpretation13.

I cannot discuss here  all the controversies concerning legal langu-
age14. I assum e that there are several kinds of languages connected 
with law: language of the texts in which legal rules are form ulated 
(legal language sensu stricto), legal language of the decisions of an 
application of law (legal juridical language), legal language of the 
legal sciences (legal doctrinal language which is divised into langua-
ges of legal dogmatics, legal meta-dogm atics, legal theory etc.). Here
I am interested only in the legal language sensu stricto, and from now 
on I will refer to this language as to ,,the legal language".

The common natural language is the language one uses in stan-
dard situations or life as a tool of communication. If we single out 
a legal language, then this is a  species of common language. Accor-
ding to widely shared views, legal language has no syntactic peculia-
rities, but it has some sem antic features due to the influence of the 
law-m aker on shaping the m eanings of some of the terms he uses.

13 Cf. J. W r ó b l e  w s k  i, Legal Language and Legal Interpr etat ion,  „Law and 
Philosophy" 1985, 4.

14 About legal language c l. e.g. B. W r ó b l e w s k i ,  J ę z y k  p r a w n y  i p ra w ni cz y  
[Legal Language and Juridica l L anguage], Kraków 1948, part. II, III; K. O p a ł e k ,  
I. W r ó b l e w s k i ,  Zagadnien ia  teorii  praw a  [Problems Legal T heory], W arszawa  
1969, chapt. U. 1. I.; Z. Z i e m b i ń s k i ,  Le langage du dro it et le  langage juridique  
Les critères de  leur d iscer nment,  „A rch ives de ph ilosophie  du droit" 1974, XIX;  
I d e m ,  Pr oblemy  p o d s t a w o w e  pr a w o z n a w s tw a  [Fundam ental Problem s of the  Legal 
S cien ces], W arszaw a 1980, chapt. 22 chapt. 2.2.3.; T. G i z b e  r t - S t u d n i с к i, J ę z y k  
p r aw n y  a j ę z y k  p ra w n ic zy  [Legal Language and Juridica l L anguage], „Z eszyty  N au-
kow e UJ" 1972, Prace prawnicze 55; I d e m ,  Czy i s tn ie je  ję z y k  p r a w n y ? [Does the  
Legal Language Exist?]., „Państwo i Prawo" 1979, 3j L a n g ,  W r ó b l e w s k i ,  Z a -
w a d z k i ,  op. cit., chapt. 16.1— 16.3.



There are  also pragmatic peculiarities of this language because it is 
mostly used in legal discourse and not in everyday comm unication.

The most relevant features of legal language as a species of com-
mon language are fuzziness and contextuality of meaning.

4.3.1. Legal language is a fuzzy language. Fuzziness of a language 
is defined by identifying three areas of references of the nam es or 
descriptions form ulated in this language15. Taike as an exam ple the 
term  „man" in a legal rule: „who kills a man ought to be punished 
by...". The term „man" in legal language is applicable to any student
ol the law faculty of the U niversity of Lodz (positive core reference), 
and is not applicable to any bird or fish (negative core reference). 
There are, however, objects for which the decision whether X belongs 
to the linguistic class „man" or does not belong to it is not clear and 
cannot be decided by the semantic rules of the legal language, e.g.: 
organism  without cerebral activity; „artificial organism "; nasciturus in 
some legal systems. This is the penumbra of the term „man", and 
a fuzzy language has such penum bra zone of reference at least for 
some its term s and/or descriptions.

The positive and negative core reference appears in linguistically 
clear cases, and doubts exisist in penumbra. This is the case of doubt 
stim ulated by linguistic context of legal norm, because legal language 
is a fuzzy language.

There are, however, other dim ensions of fuzziness of the legal 
language. There is a fuzziness resulting from the syntactical structure 
of legal texts. But even for linguistically clear cases some doubts 
could arise because of the influence of the system ic and functional 
context of legal rules.

4.3.2. As mentioned above there are three contexts relevant for 
the meaning of legal rules, viz. linguistic, systemic and functional 
context (point 4.2). The linguistic context this is the fuzzy legal lan -
guage briefly described above.

The system ic context is the system  the legal rule belongs 
to. It is assum ed that a legal rule has to be thought of as a part of 
a larger whole, e.g. of a „norm ative act", of a legal institution of 
a „branch of law" etc. The largest whole the legal norm belongs to is 
a legal system, and, hence, the features of this system are thought 
as relevant for its meaning.

!5 J. W r ó b l e w s k i ,  Fuzziness...,  p. 315— 319 and lit. cit. and cf. the  note  13.



There are many theoretical conceptions of a legal system  linked 
with its structure and scope. It is no place here to discuss these high-
ly controversial issues, and I will limit my observations to the fea-
tures of a legal system  necessary to deal with theory of legal inter-
pretation in general, and with constitutional interpretation in particu -
lar.

Firstly, legal system is a mixed statico-dynam ical system, i.e. there 
are substantive relations between norms (e.g. of contradiction, of „in-
ference" etc. in some m eanings of these terms), and formal relations 
of delegation (e.g. of conferring law-making com petences), with co r-
related criteria of system ic validity16.

Secondly, there is a varie ty of rules belonging to the legal system. 
Among many typologies of these rules it is im portant here to stress 
that there are simple rules determining a psychophysical behaviour 
as the prim ary rules, and the rules which regu late competences, ad-
judication, organization, validity etc. of a ra ther mixed and complex 
features, sampled globally as secondary ru les17. The rules are form ula-
ted in various m anners, such as identifying the conduct by its des-
cription (rules of conduct sensu stricto), by outlining the direction of 
due behaviour (directival rules) or the goals (results) which should be 
implemented (teleological rules) (cf. point 8.4.1).

Thirdly, legal rules belonging to a concrete legal system  are hie-
rarchically ordered according to the hierarchy  of law-m aking au thori-
ties, the features of law-making procedures and/or sometimes also 
criteria of content. The exam ple of the form er hierarchy  singles out 
constitution, statutes and other rules, according to the la tter leges ge-
nerales and leges spéciales, principles and „ordinary" rules.

Fourthly, the legal system  is thought of as a consistent set of ru -
les. It means that if there appears that some contradictory rules (in 
a defined sense of the term  „contradiction" applied to rules)18 are 
valid, then one tends to elim inate these contradictions e ither by deci-
ding that one of these rules is not valid (or not applicable in case) 
or that at least one of these rules has to be interpreted in such a way,

18 Cf. J. W r ó b l e w s k i ,  Sy ste m s of Nor ms and Legal Sy ste m,  „Rivista interna- 
zionalo di lilosotia  del diritto" 1972, 2. I d e m ,  T ow ar d s Foundations ol Judicia l Rea-
soning,  [in:] M etatheorie  juristischer A rgumenta t ion,  ed. W. K r a w i e  t z and 
R. A 1 e x  y, Berlin 1983, p. 245 sq.; I d e m ,  O pe r at ive  M od e ls and Legal Sys tem s,  
[in: ] Artific ia l In te ll igence and Legal Information Sys te ms ,  vo l. I, ed. C. C i  a m  p i ,  
Am sterdam — N ew  York— Oxford 1982, p. 218— 230; I d e m ,  Tre concet ti... ,  p. 586— 591; 
I d e m ,  Three Concepts...,  p. 408—414.

17 Cf. H. L. A. H a r t ,  The C oncept  of Law,  O xford 1961, chapt. III, V.; N . B o-  
b b i o, Studi  per una teoria  gener ale  del  diri tto,  Torino 1970, p. 175— 188.

,e Cf.. note  11 and Les an t inom ies en dro it,  ed. Ch. P о г с 1 m a n, B ruxelles 196S.



that the contradiction vanishes. The form er way is used by an appli-
cation of conflict of laws directives or by derogation by another rule, 
depending on the theory19, the la tter way is used in systemic in te r-
preta tion (see points 4.3.2; 4.5).

Fifthly, legal system  is thought of as more or less coherent set of 
norms. The coherence in question cannot be precizely defined20. Loose-
ly spealking we have in mind that the legal system  as a whole is 
based on common axiological assum ptions and that legal rules are not 
only consistent but also axiologically ordered in a harm onious way.

4.3.3 The third context re levant for the m eaning of a legal rules 
is a functional context. This context is rather complicated. It contains 
all factors which are rela ted with the creation, application and func-
tioning of law but do not belong to the linguistic and system ic con-
text.

The conception of the functional context implies the general idea 
of law and of society and a whole theory of a social dependence of 
law21. Law is created, applied and functions in the context of various 
sociopsychical facts including the extra-legal norms and evaluations, 
various types of social relations and other law-conditioning factors 
(e.g. economy, politics, general culture), various views concerning facts 
relevant for law, etc. H ere we have to do also with the „will" of the 
historical law-m aker thought of e ither as a fact of the past or as 
a theoretical construct of the legal science and/or legal practice. All 
the intricate problems of the purposes and interests influencing the 
law are included.

The influence of functional context on the meaning of legal rules 
is asserted but is rather controversial. The crucial issue is whether this 
context is re levant as influencing the will of the historical law-ma-
ker, or as a set of factors actually determ ining the meaning of rule 
a t the time when it is used, applied or analyzed. It is not possible 
here to outline the features of the functional context in a more deta i-
led way, because of the divergencies between various theoretical in-

,B Cf. e .g . N. B o b b i o ,  Des cri tères pour résoudre les antinomies,  [in:] Les  
ant inomies...; C. E. A l c h o u r r ô n ,  N or m a t ive  Order and  Derogation,  (in:] Deontic  
Logic , Computa t ional  Linguistics and  Legal Information System s,  vol. II, cd. A. A. 
M a r t i n o ,  A m sterdam — N ew  York— Oxford 1982; H. K e l s e n ,  A llg em ein e Theorie  
der Normen,  W ien 1979, chapt. 27, 29; H. T. K l a m i ,  Legal Heuristics,  Vam m ala 1982, 
part. II. chapt. 2.3.

20 Cf. M а с С о r m i с к, op. cit.,  chapt. VII.
21 For general reference cf. J. S t o n e ,  Social Dimensions of Law and Justice,  

London 1966.



sights of the functional dependence of law, and its relevance for inter-
pretation issues.

4.3.4. Generally speaking, the contextuality of legal language is 
relevant for the theory of legal interpreta tion because all three con-
texts singled out above influence the meaning of legal rules. The 
contextuality of meaning appears in two ways.

Firstly, any direct understanding of legal rules in the situation of 
isom orphy presupposes that there are no douibts concerning the influe-
nce of particular contexts on the understanding of a rule.

Secondly, in the situation of interp retation one has to take into 
account the dependence of the m eaning in question on each of the 
contexts, and this dependence is expressed in in terpretative directi-
ves. There are two levels of in terpreta tive  directives. The first level 
directives are  divided in to three  basic groups according to the role 
ascribed to each of the contexts in question.

4.4. There are  many first level linguistic directives of legal inter-
pretation linked with the features of the legal language and the assu-
med legislative technique. As exam ple of these directives almost com-
monly accepted in the ideologies of interpreta tion in the actual sta tu -
tory law I will give the following DI1 22 :

(DI1 — 1) W ithout sufficient reasons one should not ascribe to the 
interpreted term s any special meaning different from the meaning these 
terms have in common natural language.

This directive is based on the presupposition that in the legal 
language one does not use the term s in technical legal meaning, but 
in specially justified cases. This DI assumes, of course, the correlated 
directive of law-m aking technique.

(DI1 -— 2) W ithout sufficient reasons one should not ascribe diffe-
rent m eanings to the sam e terms used in legal rules.

This directive presupposes that in the legal language there  is no 
polisemy. This assum ption is, however, not accepted if there  are  suf-
ficiently strong reasons to interp ret the same term in different way, 
and this is the case according to the second level DI2, w hen the in-
fluence of system ic and/or functional context prevails over the re le -
vance of linguistic contexit expressed in this DI1 — 2 (cf. point 4.8).

(DI1 — 3) W ithout sufficient reasons one should not ascribe the 
same meaning to different terms.

22 Cf. J. W r ó b l e w s k i ,  Zagadnien ia  teori i Wykładni...,  chapt. V  § 3 ; I d e m ,  
Sądowe... ,  chapt. VII. 3.1.



This directive means that there  no synonym y is presupposed in 
legal language. The „sufficient reasons" clause functions in an a na-
logous w ay that described for the DI1 — 2.

(DI1 — 4) One should not determ ine the meaning of a rule in such 
a way, that some parts of this rule would be  redundant.

This directive presupposes some properties of the technique of 
law-making which guarantees that each expression in legal language 
is relevant.

(DI1 — 5) The meaning of complex linguistic sign of the legal lan -
guage ought to be determ ined according to the syntactical rules of 
common natural language.

This directive is based on the thesis, that there are no syntactical 
particularities of the legal language differentiating if from the common 
natural language.

4.5. From the systemic first level directives of legal interpretation
I would m ention the following as almost commonly accepted in the 
systems of law w e are speaking about23.

(DI1 — 6) O ne should notascribe to a rule a meaning in which this 
rule is contradictory with another rule belonging to the system.

(DI1 — 7) One should not ascribe to a legal rule a meaning in 
which it is incoherent with other rules belonging to the system.

(DI1 — 8) One should ascribe to a legal rule a meaning in which 
it is most coherent with other rules belonging to the system.

These directives are based on the ideas of consistency and cohe-
rence of a legal system. The difference betw een DI1 — 7 and DI1 — 8 
consists not only in opposition betw een negative and positive formu-
lation, bu t also in a fuzzy notion of the degrees of coherence which 
is used in practice.

(DV1 — 9) One should not ascribe to a legal rule a m eaning in 
which this rule is inconsistent (or incoherent) with a valid principle 
of law.

(DI1 — 10) One should ascribe to a legal rule a m eaning in which 
it is most coherent with a valid principle of law.

These directives deal with the hierarchy of leaal system and refer 
to the notion of a principle of law. If the „principle of law" is under-
stood as a legal rule expressed explicitly in legal dispositions, or con-
structed from 'them in an accepted manner, then the „principle of law" 
is a special case of a legal rule, and DI1 — 9, DI1 — 10 are  the spe-
cial cases of DI1 — 6, DI1 — 7, DI1 — 8. These principles are always

23 Cf. J. W r ó b l e w s k i ,  Zagadnien ia  teorii wykładn i. .. ,  chapt. V I; I d e m ,  Sądo-
we...,  chapt. VII, 3.2. VI, §§ 1—3; I d e m ,  Le role...



hierarchically higher than other rules. In this sense one treats con-
stitutional rules as [principles hierarchically higher than other legal 
rules. If principles of law are thought of as other rules than m entio-
ned before, then there is a controversial question whether they are 
part of a legal system  or are  extra-system ic rules24. In the former 
case the role of principles is a resu lt of the hierarchical structure  of 
legal system, in the latter case we have to do with an in terpreta tive  
impact of extra-legal rules on interp retation which ought to be des-
cribed as a case of functional interpretation.

The relations of consistency and coherence expressed in the sys-
temic directives présupposé these features of a legal system and do 
refer to all singled out types of rules valid in this system  m utually 
connected within its mixed statico-dynam ic structure. The relations, 
however, of principles with other rules depend on their theoretical 
identification. It is especially important in case, when the requirem ent 
of consistency and coherence is not ascribed to the principles25.

4.6. It is ra ther hard to form ulate functional first level directives 
of legal interpreta tion28 which would be almost commonly accepted 
within our fram e of reference. One of such directives is e.g.:

(DI1 — 11) One should ascribe to a legal a meaning according to 
the purpose of the institution the rule belongs to.

This directive is based on the functional nexus between the legal 
institution as a whole and legal rules as its constituent parts. It is 
commonly approved of directive provided one accepts the relevance 
of the teleological argum ents in legal interpreta tion which depends 
on the DI2 of procedure.

There are, however, opposite functional first level directives of le-
gal interpreta tion which express different ideologies (or norm ative 
theories) of interpreta tion (cf. points 6.5—6.7).

(DI1 — 12) One should ascribe to a legal rule a meaning according 
to the purpose of the historical law-maker.

(DI1 — 13) One should ascribe to a legal rule a m eaning accor-
ding to the purposes which are implemented by the m aker in the 
law in force in time of interpretation.

(DI1 — 14) One should ascribe to a legal rule a m eaning according 
to the purposes this rule ought to implem ent according to the ev a -
luations of the interpretator.

24 Cf. J. W r ó b l e w s k i ,  Fuzziness...,  p. 320 sq., and lit. cit.
25 Cf. A 1 e  x  y,  op. cit.
26 Cf. J. W r ó b l e w s k i ,  Zagadnienia  teorii  wykładn i .. .,  chapt. VII; I d e m ,  Są-

dowe.. .,  chapt VII, 3.3.



An acceptance of each of these directives depends on evaluative  
choices connected with the ideas of proper in terpretation and the role 
of a determ ined purposes in an ascription of meaning.

We can form ulate analogously three types of directives dealing 
e.g. with the role of moral norms and/or evaluations, or of political 
norms and/or evaluations etc. in legal interpretation. Either the views 
of the historical law jm aker, or of the actual law-m aker, or of the 
in terp retator are relevant. In each case the law-m aker or the in terpre-
tator is thought of as representing some attitudes shared by more or 
less determ ined groups or ascribed to the society as a whole in some 
spaciotem poral dimensions. The dilemm as of the „letter" and ,,spirit1' 
of law, of legal stability and legal change, of certainty and eufunctio- 
nality of law, are m anifested in the controversies concerning functio-
nal directives of interpretation.

4.7. The interpretative  directives are  used to search for a m ea-
ning or to justify an in terp reta tive decision. In any case the meaning 
of an interpreted legal rule depends on these directives.

W hat types of DI1 should be used, when they are  to be used and 
in w hat order depends on the second level DI2 of procedure. There 
is a question e.g. w hether the results of linguistic interpretation if 
the meaning after using linguistic directives is clear ought to be tested 
by system ic and/or functional interpretation, or not.

There are, e.g. the following controversial DI2 of procedure:
(DI2 — 14) one should use sucessively linguistic, systemie, and 

functional DI1 until the meaning of a legal rule is clear enough for 
the purposes of interpretation.

(DI2 — 15) Always one should use successively linguistic, system ic 
and functional directives of interpretation notwithstanding the results 
of using each of them, i.e. the results of any interpretation should be 
tested by all DI1.

If one com pares the results of using the DI1, and this is always 
the case in the model of operative interpretation when more than one 
DI1 is used, then there are two possible situations.

In the first situation (,.situation of confirm ation”) the meanin:;s 
determ ined by different DI1 are the same, i.e. ,,linguistic meaning" 
(ML), „systemic m eaning" (MS) and „functional meaning" (MF) are 
the same pattern  of due behaviour. If this is the case then the 
ML =  MS =  MF is thought of as the m eaning of inter' re ted legal rule.

In the second situation („situation of choice") there is a difference 
betw een ML, MS and MF. In operative interpretation there is no 
possibility to stop the search for m eaning a t this stage, because there



is a duty to decide the case, and one cannot do it w ithout applying 
a rule in a determ ined meaning. Then the DI2 of preference are used.

If according to the DI2 of procedure one should use more than 
one type of DI1, then always one of these two situations occurs, and 
there is always a possibility of the second situation calling for the 
use of DI2 of preference.

4.8. The DI2 of preference are, as a rule, no t as widely analyzed 
in legal littéra ture  as DI1, and m ostly they are not explicitly differen-
tiated from the former.

Theoretically there a re  m any combinations of the relations between 
ML, MS and MF possible, and, hence, m any DI2 of preference de-
term ining the meaning which ought to be ascribed to a legal rule in 
case of each of the combinations in question. Traditionally one singles 
out the situation of the difference betw een ML (and/or MS) and MF 
saying that if MF is „larger" than ML (and/or MS) then this is the 
case of interpretatio extensiva, and in opposite case — this is inter- 
pretatio restrictiva. Presupposition of this qualification of in terp reta-
tion (cf. point 3.5) is, that one uses the DI2 of preference of the form:

(DI2 — 16) W hen there is a difference betw een the MF functional 
meaning of a legal rule and the ML linguistic meaning (and/or MS 
system ic meaning), then the form er prevails.

The result of using this directive is to qualify the functional in ter-
preta tion as the ex tensive or restrictive one.

There are, however more possible relations betw een the three ty -
pes of meanings, and, moreover, there are  also possible differences 
of the results of using DI1 belonging to the sam e type of in terpre-
tation. E.g. it m ay be so, that the use of DI1 — 3 gives another 
m eaning than that of DI1 — 4, and in rapidly changing functional 
context relevant for the meaning of legal rules the opposition of the 
results of using DI1 — 12 and DI1 — 13 or DI1 — 14 is almost inevita-
ble. Taking this into account it is sufficient to present the normal 
form ula of DI2 of preference:

(DI2 — 17) W hen there is a difference betw een a MX meaning 
according to the DI1 — X directive of interp retation ascribed to 
a legal rule, and the MY m eaning ascribed to it according to DI1 — 
Y directive of interpretation, the MX prevails.

W here for the variables X, Y one uses the corresponding identi- 
ficators of used DI1. It is patent that there  are  deep differences be -
tween various ideologies (or norm ative theories) of interpreta tion in 
respect to the acceptance of the DI2 of preference.



4.9. The result of using DI2 of preference is the ascription of a m ea-
ning to the legal rule thought of as the ,,real" or „true" meaning 
According to the defining features of operative  interpreta tion this 
m eaning is sufficiently precize for making an application of law de-
cision possible.

I should stress, however, that the idea of the „true" or „real" 
m eaning of interpreted rule could be m isleading if not relativized to 
the used 1311 and DI2. The meaning in question is ascribed to the 
legal rule on the strength of these directives, and is justified inter  
alia by them (cf. point 5.3). The difference of these directives could 
determ ine the difference of the m eaning ascribed to a concrete rule. 
Hence, having different m eanings of a rule due to different DI1 and 
on DI2 or to their different use because of their value dependence, 
one has to do with different interpretations which are  com pared in 
qualificative terms interpretatio secundum, praeter  and contra legem  
(cf. point 7.8.3).

If one of interpretations in question is treated as lex, then the 
another interp retation can be com pared with the former and, if di-
fferent, qualified as praeter  or contra legem.  One cannot, however, 
com pare an in terpretation w ith a prima lacie m eaning of a legal 
rule, because ex hypothesi  this m eaning is doubtful, not precize enough 
to be used in a  concrete act of communication.

Taking this into account it is ev iden t that a meaning of an inter-
preted rule cannot be analyzed w ithout taking into account the di-
rectives of in terpreta tion  which are used in determ ining this meaning 
and/or in justifying it.

4.10. The presented model of operative interpretation is applicable 
to a constitutional interp retation when constitutional rules are applied, 
and especially when one controls the constitutionality of law or de-
cides the cases of constitutional responsibility (cf. points 8.2, 8.3).

Constitution is form ulated in a fuzzy legal language. Constitution 
appears as a set of legal ru les which are singled out according to 
some form al criteria (constitution in a formal sense) and/or criteria 
of content (constitution of m aterial sense) as hierarchically highest 
part of a legal system.

Constitution, as a part of legal system, exists in a changing fun-
ctional context and is especially strictly related with the essential 
features of the global society organized in the State. Constitutional 
rules are in terp reted in a ll th ree  contexts of law, although one of 
the peculiarities of constitutional interp retation is the (role of functional 
in terpretation in general, and of the political factors in particular



(cf. point 8.4.4). The term inology of constitution, as a rule, contains 
many key-term s which call for interpreta tion, and  even  purely des-
criptive constitutional term s in some situations stim ulate in terp reta-
tion dem onstrating the influence of functional context as one of the 
sources of the fuzziness of legal language and of pragm atic character 
of interpretative doufats (cf. points 4.2; 8.4.2).

5. THE INTERPRETATION PROCESS AN D  JUSTIFICATION  
OF INTERPRETATIVE DECISION

5.1. In contem porary legal culture in statu tory and common law 
system s it is expected that legal decision is a justifiable decision. 
This means that a legal decision could be justified by identifying 
the argum ents supporting it (internal justification), and by justifying 
these argum ents as good reasons and the justificatory reasonings as 
proper reasonings (external justification)27.

Justification sensu largo  (JL-justification) covers verification and 
justification sensu stricto  (JS-justification)28.

JL-justification gives reasons for any statem ent appearing in a dis-
course. Verification is a JL-justification which deals with sentences, 
i.e. with statem ents which are either true or false in a determ ined 
language. JS-justification is a JL-justification of statem ents which are 
neither true  nor false in a given language, viz. are  not verifiable. 
The concept of verification implies some philosophical and logical 
assumptions. The verification depends on ontology, e.g. m aterialist, 
idealist or a m aterialistically or idealistically oriented culturalist on-
tology. The dependence on logic accepted in the language in question 
m anifests itself in a verification based on aletic logic or on a non- 
-aletic logic, provided that each  logic is a formal calculus interpreted 
in a determ ined language.

27 About justification in general cf. e .g . A. P e  с z  e n i k, The Basis  of Legal Justi -
fica tion,  Lund 1983; R. A 1 e  x  y, T heorie  der juris tischen A rgumenta t ion ,  Frankfurt 
am M ain 1978; papers in M eta theorie  juristischer...;  A a r n i o ,  On Legal..., part. II, 
chapt. 2; W e i n b e r g e r ,  Rechts logik ,  chapt. XIV; S. J o r g e n s e n ,  V alues in Law,  
K ebenhaven  1978, chapt. 7 ; M. T a r u f f o, La m ot iva zione  della  sen tenza  c iv ile ,  Pa-
dova 1975, chapt. IV; U. S c a r  p e l  l i ,  L'elica senza  veritâ ,  B ologna 1982, chapt. XI. 
About internal and external justification J. W r ó b l e w s k i ,  Justification ol Legal  
Decisions,  „R evue in ternationale  de ph ilosophie" 1979, 127— 128, reprint in I d e m ,  
Meaning. ..,  p. 56, sq.; A l e x y ,  Theorie...,  part. C, chapt. II.

28 Cf. J. W r ó b l e w s k i ,  Verifica t ion and Justi fica tion in the  Legal Sciences  
„R echtstheorie" 1979, Beiheft 1, p. 196— 201.



The JS-justification deals with other argum entative techniques than 
verification. The quite common nam e for these argum ents is a „non- 
-formal logic", although there are  opinions against any use of the 
term  „logic" in this context and for a „rhetoric" or „argum entation", 
„topics" and so on. In any case this area of reasoning uses argu-
m ents linking various statem ents in a practical discourse. Their quali-
fication is not in terms of tru th but, e.g. in those of „good reasons", 
„persuasiveness", „reasonableness" etc.29

Justification we are interested in is, as a rule, a JS-justification: 
we are  interested in argum ents justifying interpreta tive  decision.

If a legal decision is internally justified we say that it is an in ter-
nally rational decision, because it singles out reasons of this decision. 
If a decision is externally  justified then it is an externally  rational 
decision because it is based on good reasons, i.e. reasons accepted 
by the critic30.

The need for justification depends e ither on law specifying when 
an explicit justification should be made and what argum ents are  
necessary, and/or on uses accepted in legal practice and/or in lega! 
doctrine31. But the expecta tion of justifiability is linked with basic 
features of our legal culture, or, m ore generally, of our general 
culture calling for rationality32.

The justification of legal decision deals w ith argum ents suppor-
ting this decision and, thus, is a m atter of justificatory reasonings 
and their control. Quite different issue is that of the process of de- 
cision-mafcing. This process is a psychological sequence of phenomena 
which result in a legal decision. This process is described by the 
tools of psychology, if w e are  in terested in the processes of an indi-
vidual decision-maker, or w ith the tools of social psychology and the 
social sciences writ large, if we are interested in a collective decision- 
-making and its determ ining factors. In any case the description in 
question deals with em pirical m aterial of decision-making process, 
identifies the factors determ ining it, searches for some regularities

28 J. W r ó b l e w s k i ,  Justi lication...,  p. 279— 281 and lit. cit. JS-justification can
be com pared w ith  „transformation" cf. P e c z e n i k ,  The Basis.,., chapt. 1— 3; 
A. A a r n i o ,  R. A l e x y ,  A.  P e c z e n i k ,  The Foundat ion oi Legal Reasoning ,  
„Rechtstheorie" 1981, 12, p. 136— 158; J. W r ó b l e w s k i ,  T ow ar ds Foundations...,  
p. 234— 247.

30 Cf. J. W r ó b l e w s k i ,  Justilication...
31 J. W r ó b l e w s k i ,  M otiv a t ion  de  la décision  judicia ire ,  [in:] La M o tiva t ion  

des decisions de  justice , od. Ch. P e r e l m a n  and P. F o r i  e r  s, B ruxelles 1978.
22 For a general panoram a cf. R a tio nal i ty  To-Day. La rat ionali té  aujourd'hui,  ed. 

T. F. G e r  a e t  z, Ottava 1979; cf. a lso  Rational Decision  (N om os VII), ed. L. L. F r i e -
d r i c h ,  N ew  York 1967*.



and, last noL least, can predict decisional-trends and/or individual 
decisions. 4

Taking this into account it is paten t that one should not confound 
justification of legal decision with a description of the process in 
which this decision is made. It is not excluded that justification of 
a decision corresponds with the process of its making. But this is 
not alw ays and not necessarily so.

There are two errors connected with blurring the difference bet-
ween justification of a decision and description of decision-m aking 
p rocess11. Firstly, one asserts that all decision-m aking process is in-
tuitive, irrational, purely evaluative  etc. and therefore, all justifica-
tions are either pure „rationalization" or—to put in bluntly __ „m ysti-
fication" m ade for ideological purposes. Secondly, one asserts that 
legal decision is a result of a „deductive reasoning" which co rres-
ponds with some standarized forms of its justification. Both asser-
tions are faulty, because they treat decision-m aking process as exclu-
sively irrational (the former) or exclusively „logical" (the latter), and 
it is a fair hypothesis that the issue cannot be solved by extrapolation, 
of m ore or less accidental em pirical data, if any. Both assertions are 
faulty, because they do not separate clearly and consistently enough 
description of process, description of justificatory arguments, functio-
ns and/or postulates of justified decision.

5.2. An in terpreta tive  decision is a species of legal decision, and 
the observations concerning the difference betw een justification and 
description are applicable to it.

I am not interested here  in any description of the interp retative 
decision-m aking34, but only in justification of these decisions. The 
justification in question appears in the texts of the decisions of opera-
tive interpretation and in doctrinal in terp reta tion as well (cf points 
3.2 (c) (d)).

The special relevance have justifications of in terp reta tive  decision 
form ulated in the law-applying decisions of the courts, especially 
when the styles of judicial decision-m aking allows for a large set of 
argum ents. These styles are rather differentiated. The extrem aly scar-
ce data are included in the French judicial higher courts decisions,

33 Cf. J. W r ó b l e w s k i ,  W łaś ciw o ści ,  rola i zadania  d y r e k ty w  in te r pr eta cy j -
nych  [Characteristics, F unctions and P urposes of In terpretative D irective s], „Ruch  
Praw niczy , Ekonom iczny i Socjo log iczny"  1961, 4, and lit. cit. I d e m ,  Legal Reaso-
ning...

34 Cf. the ve ry  good description  in J. C. C u e . t p - R u a ,  Judicial  M e thod s ol In-
terpr eta t ion  ol the  Law,  Louisiana State U niversity  1981.



the largest m aterial is included in justifications of the English or 
US higher courts decisions, and, the style of e.g. Polish Supreme 
Court decisions is mid-way between these two extrem es. Leaving out, 
however, varieties of styles, there is a common assum ption behind 
argum ents supporting the decision: the decision should be presented 
not as an artoitary act, Ibut as a resu lt of a reasoning which can be 
rationally presented and, thus, rationally controlled too.

There is a com parative research on various styles of justificatory 
decisions on the surface level*5, and a deep structure analysis of 
justificatory reasoning implying a theory of this justification. I am 
interested here in presenting a norm al formula of a justified in ter-
p reta tive  decision which is based on the theoretical model of opera-
tive justification presented above (cf. chapter 4). The fundamental 
idea is that a justified interpreta tive  decision should identify all a r-
guments determ ined by the basic problem s which have to be solved if 
the decision should be rational. The concept of rationality is, thus, 
implied in the normal formula in question.

5.3. The model of operative interpretation starts with an assess-
m ent of a doubt. W hether there is a doubt or not depends on purely 
pragm atic factors of an use of a norm in an concrete act of com muni-
cation (cf. poin t 4.2). This douJbt is, however, presupposed and it seems 
superfluous to justify its existence.

Justification of interpretative  decision calls for identification of 
factors which are  relevant for a meaning of a rule. There are  prima 
lacie two sets of these factors: interp reta tive  directives and evaluations.

Interp reta tive  directives of both levels, i.e. DI1 and DI2, are the deci-
ding factor in justification of in terp retative decision. This is ev ident 
taking into account the context dependence of the meaning in question 
and the role of these directives in linking the meaning with three types 
of contexts.

Evaluations appear as the second factor justifying in terp reta tive de-
cision. Evaluations influence in terp retation on three accounts.

Firstly, there is alw ays a choice w hether to state that the m eaning 
of a rule is c lear (situation of isomorphy) or that there are doubts (si-
tuation of interpretation). At least in some cases this choice is evidently 
controlled by evaluations (cf. point 4.3).

35 Cf. e.g. J. G i 11 i s - W  e t t  e r, The S ty le s of A p p el la te  Judic ia l Opinions,  Ley-
den I960; G. M i n i n ,  Le s ty le  d es  jugem ents,  Panis 19624; K. N. L l e w e l l y n ,  The  
Common Law Tradi tion,  Decid ing  Appeals,  Boston—Toronto I960,- H. T r i e p e l ,  V o m  
Stil  des Rechts,  H eidelberg  1947, chapt. VII— IX; G. G o r l a ,  I o  st i le  delle  se ntenze .
Ricerca storico-comparat iva  e  tes ti  comme nta t i,  Roma 1968, 2 vol.



Secondly, there is alw ays a choice of the DI1 and DI2, because there 
are many concurrent interp reta tive  directives, and their application 
results in different determ ination of meaning. One has to choose among 
these directives and the ultim ate basis of choice appears as an accep-
tance of an ideology (or norm ative theory) of legal in terp reta tion (cf. 
points 6.3—6.7).

Thirdly, the use of D1 and/or of DI2 also may demand evaluations, 
if the form ulation on these directives includes evaluative  terms or re-
fers to evaluations. The standard exam ple is reference to „sufficient 
reasons as condition of applying or of not applying directive (e.g. 
DI1 — DI1 — 2, DI1 — 3 cf. point 4.4).

The first account is not relevant for the content of justification, be-
cause it explains an existence of interpretative situation itself. The 
two rem aining accounts, however, are ev iden tly relevan t for justifica-
tion determ ining the choice and use of interpreta tive  directives.

The in tepretatively determ ined meaning of a legal rule is fixed for 
a legal language and/or for a the in terp retative  situation itself. T heore-
tically this relativization presents serious and difficult problems, but I 
cannot analyse  them in the presen t tex t38. It is sufficient to single out 
two relevant issues.

Firstly, the determ ination of the meaning in legal interpreta tion is 
often thought of as im portant for the legal language in which the in ter- 
pretated rule is formulated. This expectation is linked with several p re-
suppositions of the legal language, and especia lly the presupposition 
that each term  of this language has only one meaning and that different 
terms have different m eanings (cf. DI1 — 2, DI1 — 3, cf. point 4.4). M ore-
over in the same direction tend some theoretical and ideological assum p-
tions concerning the unity of legal language as a corollary of the signi-
ficant features of a legal system  (cf. points 4.3.2; 4.5).

Secondly, the unity of a legal system  and of a legal language is more 
a postulate than a fact. The cautious interpreta tor often explicitly 
fixes the meaning of a the term  in the concrete rule, because he can-
not aim at a general determ ination for the whole legal language. M ore-
over, the context-dependence of m eaning of legal terms is not reduced 
to the linguistic and system ic contexts, because there is also a chan-
ging and extrem ely complicated functional context too. This context 
influences any interpreta tion when a form ulation of interpreted rules 
is not changed in spite of essentia lly re levant changes of the functional 
context. The exam ple is the evolution of the Polish legal system, in 
which for many years the rules enacted in betw een the and W orld W ar

' se Cf. J. W r ó b l e w s k i ,  Legal Language.



First and Second period w ere functioning in the system  created after 
the 1945 y.

Generally speaking, the contextuality of m eaning of legal language 
calls for taking into account the situation of interpretation  as relevant, 
and as a limiting factor of the in terpretative  decision.

According to the preceding analysis, I present the normal formula 
of a justified interpretative  decision in the following way, using the 
already  introduced symbols:

J he legal rule N has the m eaning M in the legal language LL and/or 
in the situation S according to the first level interpreta tive  directives 
DIi1, DI*1, ... Din1, and according to the second level interpretative 
directives of procedure and of preference DIi2, DI22, ... DIn2, and accor-
ding to the evaluations E1( E2, ... En.

5.4. In terp retative  directives are  form ulated by legal doctrine, which 
either deals with them as elem ents of an ideology or norm ative theory 
of legal interpretation, or reconstructs them from an analysis of opera-
tive interpretation. Operative  interpreta tion, especially of the appelate 
or higher courts decisions, usually deals with in terpretative  issues, 
and if so, then has to analyze critically the interpreta tions made by 
the first level law -applying agencies. This is not, however, the case 
with authentic or legal in terpreta tion which can decide ex auctoritate  
w ithout giving any reasons.

The argum ents for choosing a concrete directive of interpretation 
are e ither authority or evaluation justifying a choice or an use of 
these directives.

The argum ents for choosing a concrete directive of interpretation 
present a rather complex issue. The problem  reflects the basic 
philosophical dilemmas of any axiology. Accepting an analytical 
approach I single out several types of justification of evaluative 
statem ents, i.e. instrumental, conditional and system ic relativization, 
and for each of them the conditions of their sensu largo justification 
are form ulated37. According to a noncognitivist axiology, each chain 
of justifications of evaluative  statem ent has a limit, and this limit 
appears as the ultim ate evaluative  choice not justifiable w ithin a given 
discourse. These ultim ate axiological reasons can be only explained, 
but not justified38.

In in terpreta tive reasoning these basic choices are expressed in an 
acceptance of an ideology or norm ative theory of legal in terpreta tion

37 Cf. J. W r ó b l e w s k i ,  Sta tem ents on the  Rela tion of Conduct and  Norm,
„Logique et analyse" 1970, 49— 50.

58 See J. W r ó b l e w s k i ,  E valuat iv e  S ta teme nts  in Law. An  A naly tic a l  App roac h  
to Legal A x io lo gy ,  „Rivista in ternazionale  di filosofia  del diritto" 1981, 4.



(cf. point 6.3—6.7). Going beyond an in terpreta tive  discourse these ulti-
m ate axiological reasons could be found philosophically in an accepted 
form of life or can be explained by an acceptance of a determ ined 
audience30. This last explanation is also useful on lower level in terpre-
tative discourse: in fact, some justificatory argum ents refer to an accep-
tance in legal practice (e.g. the F-validity of in terpretative precedent 
decision) or in legal doctrine (communis opinio doctorum).

The in terpretative decision is, thus, always justified in a rela tiv i-
zed way: it depends on the in terp reta tive  directives and evaluations. 
The choices of these directives and of evaluations could also be justi-
fied within limits of the justificatory discourse. These limits axe theore-
tically identified as ultim ate evaluative  choices, and can be explained 
as values accepted in a given audience such as law-applying organs, 
legal doctrine, legal com munity or a given society.

The justification of interpreta tive  decision is always relativized to 
some argum ents. Justifica tion through reasons is alw ays relative to 
these reasons. Legal operative interpretation is, however, an elem ent 
of an application of law, and functions in a legal institutional fram e-
work. On pragm atical grounds there is alw ays an institutional procedu- 
rally final law-applying decision, i.e. a decision which cannot be chan-
ged in ordinary procedure. This decision is ultim ate ex auctoritate. It 
is an open question whether this holds for a decision of operative  in-
terpretation, but this is decided by law. There are some interpreta tive  
decisions which have either A- or G-validity (cf. point 3.3). But in 
any case interpreta tive  decision could be a justified decision according 
to the normal formula presented above (point 5.3).

5.5. It is evident that constitutional interpretation is not an excep-
tion from the assertions concerning the processes and justification of 
interpreta tive  decision.

It is, however, im portant to stress just now one of the particu lari-
ties of constitutional interpretation.

The normal formula of justified in terpreta tive  decision singles out 
all relevant argum ents but does not determ ine, of course, w hat e le -
ments of this justification are explic itly form ulated in practice of de-
cision-making. According to my hypothesis the nearest practical ap -
proxim ation to this form ula is a fully developped decision of an appel- 
late court dealing with interpreta tive  issues in hard case when its style 
is close to the style of the English and US court-décisions (cf. point
5.2). This is, however, not the case in the average justifica tion of con-

30 A a r n i о, A  1 e  x  y, P e c z e n i k, op. cit.,  p. 430— 444; A a r n i o ,  Philosoph i-
cal..., chapt. 7, 8.



stitutional interpretation if made as operational interpretation. N ot-
w ithstanding this, to justify a constitutional interp reta tive  decision in 
a rational w ay one should identify all necessary argum ents according 
to the norm al formula, because one can neither leave out the interpre-
tative directives nor evaluations. The particularity of this in terp reta-
tion is, however, inter alia the political character of these evaluations 
(cf. point 8.4.4).

6. THEORY AN D IDEOLOGY OF INTERPRETATION

6.1. In legal littératu re a theory of interpretation is treated either 
as a descriptive or a norm ative enterprise. One can attack the use of 
the term „norm ative theory of interpreta tion" arguing that ex deiini- 
tione all theory is descriptive, but this is, of course, a m atter of con-
vention linked with some general ideas concerning methodology. In 
this essay  I will use three term s: „descriptive theory of legal in terp re-
tation”, „norm ative theory of legal interpretation" and „ideology of le-
gal in terpretation"40.

6.2. A descriptive theory of legal interpretation  deals either with 
the process of interp reta tive decision-m aking or with the form ulated 
in terpreta tive  decisions and their justifications or with both of them 
together.

I mentioned above what are the principal problem s of describing 
interpretative  decision-making process (cf. point 5.1). A descriptive 
theory deals with these problems eventually aiming at form ulating 
the regularities and predictions concerning legal interpreta tion.

Descriptive theory of interp reta tive decisions is cen tered on the 
justifica tory argum ents and justifica tory reasonings, and deals with 
the styles of interpreta tive  decisions in the determ ined legal and func-
tional contexts.

6.3. I have dem onstrated that in justification of in terpreta tive  deci-
sions the highly relevan t role is played by evaluations. The normal 
formula of justified interpreta tive  decision singles out interpretative  
directives and evaluations (cf. point 5.3), but in the last resort evalua-
tions determ ine the choice and uses of these directives.

40 For these  concepts cf. J. W r ó b l e w s k i ,  Zagadnienia  teorii  w ykładn i .. .,  chapt.
III § 1; I d e m ,  L'interpretation en dro it: théorie  et idéo log ie ,  „A rch ives de ph ilosophie  
du droit” 1972, XVII. Cf. dlso R. J. V e r n e n g o ,  La interpretación  jurid ica , M exico  
1971, chapt. VI.



Generally speaking, evaluation determ ines the basic values of in ter-
preta tion as the in terp retative purposes, the values pressuposed in the 
choice of directives of interpretation, and the values necessary for using 
at least some of interpretative directives.

A norm ative theory of interp reta tion appears as an ordered and com-
plete set of evaluations and correlated interpreta tive  directives which 
ought to channel in terp retative  activity and/or to be expressed in ju sti-
fication of interpretative decisions. Ex definitione  a norm ative theory 
of interpretation forms an axiological system  justifying all evaluations 
needed in any legal interpretation in general, and in any justification 
of interpretative  decision in particular.

It is evident that a norm ative theory of interpreta tion appears as 
some ideal construction. It would be impossible to find any such theory 
in legal doctrine, and it is rather doubtful whether such theory can be 
constructed at all. I am sceptical, but this is quite a separate  problem.

In legal practice and in legal doctrine we have to do not w ith no r-
m ative theories of interp retation but with a rather loose sets of values 
and directives which are  neither consistent nor coherent nor complete. 
I call these sets „ideologies of legal interpreta tion”.

In the following I will deal with ideologies of legal interpretation, 
and single out two basic types of these ideologies, according to the 
principal values they accept. These values are re lated with choices 
of interp reta tive directives and supported by some theoretical con-
structs.

6.4. The opposition of descriptive theory of interpretation and an 
ideology (or a norm ative theory) of interp retation  has a basic im por-
tance. Roughly speaking, the former answers the question „how and 
why an interpretation  is done?", the latter the question „how and why 
the interp retation ought to be done?".

In legal doctrine and in legal practice, however, this difference is 
quite often blurred. I will take one example, of discussions concerning 
the conception of interp retation in strict sense and  the notion of cla-
rity it is connected with (cf. point 4.3)41 : If we describe the practice 
of legal operative interpretation then we see that the argum ent of 
claritas as the justification of not-discussing the meaning of a rule,

41 Cf. e.g. M. -va*n der К e r c h о v e , La doctr ine  du sens clair  et la jurisprudenc e  
de la Cour de  cassa tion  on Belgique,  [in:] L'interpretation en droit. A ppro che  pluri -
disc ip lina ire ,  cd. M. -van  d?vr K e r c h o v e ,  B ruxelles 1978; G. T a r e l l o ,  In te rpretazio-  
ne délia legcje,  M ilano 1980, sec . 33— 35, 37; E. B ë t t i, ln ie rp re ta zion e délia legge  
e deg li  atti  giuridici,  M ilano 1971, § 51. J. W r ó b l e w s k i ,  Zagadnienia  teorii  w y -
kładni..., p. 129 and lit. cit.; I d e m ,  Sądowe... ,  p. 117 sq.; M a k k o n e n ,  op. cit.,  § 5.



or as the end of interpretation, is used. The explication of this fact 
(e.g. an use of some argum entative technique for covering certain ev a -
luations), does not elim inate this fact which any descriptive theory of 
operative interpreta tion takes into account. And, m oreover, it can e x -
plain why a lex claia est in some situational contexts. But w hen one 
says, that the use of the conception of interpretation in strict sense is 
wrong and that the principle of claritas ought not to be applied then 
one form ulates a directive of an ideology of interpretation: „one ought 
to interpret a rule in any situation" and/or ,,one ought to use all availa-
ble DI1 even if the in terpretatively ascribed m eaning is clear". The 
criticism of clara non sunt interpretanda  principle expresses an ideology 
and nol any descriptive theory of legal interpretation.

6.5. The one of the principal types of ideology of legal in terp reta-
tion as the basic values takes legal certainty, legal stability and legal 
predictability. These values call for unchanging m eaning of legal rules
and I call these values — „static values", and this type of id e o lo g y __
the „static ideology of legal interp reta tion"42.

It is no place here to define these th ree  values among which the 
central role plays legal certa in ty43. This certainty, rougly speaking, 
signifies that the law is as certain as law-m aking is, or — in other 
words — that w ithout law-m aking the law does not change. This lack 
of change in legal interp retation is corre la ted  with the idea that the 
m eaning of legal rule does not change without changing this rule. The 
meaning is something ascribed to the act of law-making, to the form u-
lation of a rule by the law-maker.

The theoretical corollary of the static values is a construction of 
the m eaning of a rule as the „will of the historical law-m aker". This 
will is a psychological fact, and this factual character of m eaning m at-
ters here more, than any concrete explanation of the psychical proces-
ses of the law-maker. The meaning is a psychical fact, the theory of 
meaning belongs to the m entalist semantics.

From these values and the correla ted  theory of meaning follow con-
sequences concerning proper interpretation. The meaning as a fact 
should :e discovered. AH m aterials which serve this aim arc  accepted.

42 Cf. J. W r ó b l e w s k i ,  Zagadnienia  teorii  wykładn i .. .,  chapt. IV § 1 (38), 
I d e m ,  L'interprétation... ,  p. 65— 68.

43 Cf. L. de O n  a t e ,  La ce r te z za  del  diri tto,  M iiano 1968; M. C o r s a l e ,  La 
ce rtez za  del  diri tto ,  Miiano 1970, J. W r ó b l e w s k i ,  W ar toś ci  a d e c y z ja  są do w a  
(V alues and Juridicial D e cision ], W rocław  1973, chapt. IV and lit. cit.; I d e m ,  Func-
tions ot Law and Legal C erta in ty ,  „Ańuario  de filosofia  del derecho" 1973— 74, XVII;  
I d e m ,  The C erta in ty  ol the  A pplica t ion  ol  Law,  „Archivum  iuridicum  Cracoviense"  
1976, IX.



and the traditionally most highly apprecia ted instrum ent are  traveaux  
préparatoires  as the key to decodify law -m akers intentions.

Legal language is, thus, thought of as expressing the „will" of the 
historical law-m aker. The rule expressed in a legal language has a de-
term ined meaning which could and should be discovered in spite of 
all deficiencies of law-m aker's form ulations. The contextuality of this 
m eaning is not denied, provided that the re levan t context is influen-
cing the law-m aking decision. It is, hence, a historical context determ i-
ning the historical law-maker.

This ra ther retrospective point of view determ ines the choice of 
in terpreta tive  directives. There is a prim acy of linguistic and system ic 
first level directives so far, as they favour the stability of meaning, 
provided that the two corresponding contexts do not change as the 
contexts of the historical law-making. There is a deep distrust in the 
functional interpretation, and if its directives are  used, then the fun-
ctional context is the historical con text of the law-making, e.g. the 
ratio legis  of the historical law-m aker, the m orality thought of as 
relevant for in terpreta tive purposes by the historical law-m aker etc. 
(cf. point 4.6).

A second level interp reta tive directives of the static ideology is 
for prevailing the ML and MS meanings over MF meanings (cf. point 
4.8), because of the distrust in functional interpretation, which is not 
a stabilizing instrum ent of law.

Legal interp retation is thought of as a discovery, and there is 
neither adaptivity nor creativ ity in proper interpretation: in terp reta-
tion should not change the law, because such change would be ag -
ainst any certainty, stability and predictability of law. The scope of 
legal interpretation and that of law-making is quite opposite, and some 
political argum ents support this attitude in any version of the divi-
sion of state's power doctrine.

6.6. The second principal type of ideology of legal interpretation 
treats interpreta tion as an activity adapting the law  to the curren t 
and future needs of „social life” in the largest m eaning of this term.

„Social life" covers the ideas concerning the society w ith all its 
structu ral and functional features thought of as re levan t for law and 
its interpretation. Social life corresponds roughly with the functional 
context of legal rules and takes into account the actual system ic 
and linguistic context. Especially re levan t elem ents of social life are 
solutions of the conflicts of interests, satisfaction of acknowledged 
needs and aspirations, expectations of various groups, and of a so-
ciety as a whole, in the economical, political, ethical, cultural etc.



dimensions. Law in part expresses the law -m aker's assessm ent of 
these needs, but in part law lags behind them. In general, the chan-
ges in social life occur quicker than the changes of „the le tter of 
law", notw ithstanding that the law also stim ulates and anticipates 
some changes in the social life itself44.

Legal interpretation is called for adapting law to the needs of 
social life, to make it more „adequate". This adequacy is the top 
value of the dynamic ideology of legal in terpreta tion45. The meaning 
of legal rule is, thus, not any fact of the past connected by fictious 
links with the will of the historical law-m aker. W ere it so the law 
would be a governm ent of the dead over those alive. The meaning 
of legal rules is changing according to the changes of the contexts 
it operates in.

The legal language is changing according to the functional con-
texts, in which extra-legal norms and evaluations follow the societal 
evolution. The system ic context is modified by each act of enactm ent 
of new rules and derogation of old ones. The functional con text is 
in constant fluctuation in all dimensions of social life. The task of 
legal interpretation is to adapt the law to all those changes by ascri-
bing to legal rules adequate meanings. This lack of adequacy is one 
of the sources of interpreta tive  doubts, influences the fuzziness of 
legal language (cf. point 4.3.1), and exerts strong p ressures on any 
legal activities, including interpreta tion.

The meaning of a legal rule is, thus, a changing phenom enon. It 
could be thought of. as a response to the cu rren t (or future) needs 
of social life, as a reaction of an in terpreta tor based on an assessm ent 
of these needs and on perception of his own role. This conception 
of m eaning can be ascribed to some behavioral conception of m ea-
ning as a response of an user of the language to its use in concrete 
situations o r .in  some types of situations. This reaction is expressed 
also in evaluation  of all the relevant facts, e.g. of the conflicts of 
interests, their weighing and channelling according to some leading 
principles. One can also use the notion of the „will of the actual law -
m a k e r"  as the m eaning of a rule, if this will is expressed in the 
totality of legal rules in force at the time of interpretation.

The im pact of dynamic ideology on legal in terp reta tion is exp re-
ssed in the first place in the role ascribed to the functional context. 
This context of the time of in terpreta tion is the source of interp reta-

44 J. W r ó b l e w s k i  Change ol  Lc.v  and  S x i a l  Change,  „Rivista in ternazionalc  
di filosofia  del diritto" 1983, 2, p. 300, 305 sq.

45 J. W r ó b l e w s k i ,  Zagadnienia  teorii w y k la  lni..., chapt. IV, § 1 (ЗС) ; I d e m ,  
L'interpréta tion. ..,  p. 65— 68.



tive evaluations, and determ ines the preference for functional direc-
tives and the basic purpose of interpretation, i.e. the best adaptation 
of law to the needs of social life. Hence, the result of a functional 
interpreta tion, i.e. a MF m eaning of an interpreted rule, prevails over 
the ML and MS meanings. The linguistic interpreta tion within the 
dynam ic ideology takes into account the pragm atics of legal language, 
viz. a dependence of meanings of terms, and especially of evaluative  
terms, on the context of its actual interp retative use. The system ic 
in terpretation within the fram ew ork of this ideology takes into ac-
count the continous changes of the legal system, and the features of 
the actual legal system at the time of interpretation decide in te r-
pretative  issues.

Legal interpreta tion according to the dynamic ideolony is ex defi- 
nitione a „creative" activity. The interp retation creates law in a spe-
cific manner, but creates it practically in a more essen tia l sense that 
the law-making: the applied, i.e. the functioning, law, is the law  whose 
rules are determ ined in the interpretation.

6.7. Both types of ideology of interpreta tion appear in constitutio-
nal interpretation, although are ra ther not explicitly pronouced. This 
ideology is hidden behind the role assigned to constitutional in ter-
pretation in theoretical constructions and their axiologioal corollaries.

According to the static ideology an institutionalized constitutional 
interpretation should guarantee the observation of constitutional rules 
The control of constitutionality of law  is thought of as the guarantee 
of law-m aking according to constitution. It is assum ed that consti-
tutional rules have a fixed meaning, and that politically necessary 
is to follow the constitutional rules because of the role of constitution 
for the legal system  as a whole, and especially for the m aintaining 
of the constitutionally fixed structures, of their functions, and of the 
citizens rights and liberties. There is a special procedure for changing 
constitutional rules, and even in some constitutions certain rules 
canno t be legally changed a t all (e.g. art. 139 Const. I). It is so, 
because the constitution has to safeguard the stability of the most 
essential legal institutions, and their change is legally possible only 
in special procedure. The power to change constitution is not ascribed 
to the parliam en tary action proper for changing ordinary statutes. 
This whole institutional and political underpinning of constitutional 
interpreta tion presupposes a static ideology of interpretation, its valu -
es and the construction of a unchanging m eaning of constitutional 
rules.



According to ä dynamic ideology a constitutional in terpreta tion 
ought to be adapted to the political needs in the changing context 
of the sta te  activities. Constitution fixes some principles bu t consti-
tutional language, at Least in m any dispositions, is open-ended, uses 
general clauses which are in terpreted according to the policies im-
plem ented in the State. In this sense constitutional rules have no 
fixed meaning, and constitution only expresses ,,les lignes essen tie-
lles de la philosophie politique governam entale"46. In this respect 
the constitutional court appears as „V ertrauensstelle der Regierung"47 
because it defines the place of governm ent inter alia by in terp reta-
tion of constitutional rules. The constitutional in terpreta tion performs 
political functions, is based on political evaluations (cf. point 8.4.4). 
The institutionalized constitutional interpreta tion gives huge political 
powers to an official interpretator. The US Supreme Court is treated 
as „the policy-m aker", and the history of its activity from the New 
Deal time to the recent desegregation decisions dem onstrates this role, 
and the changing meanings ascribed to US constitutional rules48. The 
power of constitutional interp retation is so relevan t because of the 
im pact of functional context on the m eaning of constitutional rules.

7. THE PROBLEM OF THE CREATIVITY OF INTERPRETATION  
AN D THE ONE RIGHT INTERPRETATION THESIS

7.1. The problem of a creativity of legal interpretation is largely 
discussed in all theories 'and ideologies of interpreta tion. From a meta- 
theoretical point of view first of all one has to determ ine the sense of 
the term  „creativity". Or, in other words, in w hat sense an in ter-
p retative decision is creative in respect to the ru le which is in ter-

46 G. B u r d e a u ,  Les liberlés publ iques,  Paris 19612, p. 68.
47 F. E r m a  с o r  a, Grundriss e iner a l lgemeinen  Staatslehre ,  Berlin 1979, p. 117.
48 Cf. e.g. A. M. В i с к о 1, The Least  Danqer ous Branch. The Supreme Court et 

the  Bar ol  Polit ics,  Indianapolis— N ew  York 1962; S. K r i s l o v ,  The Supreme Court 
in the Polit ica l Process, N ew  York 1965,- E. V. R o s t o w ,  The Sov er eign  P rerogat ive:  
The Supreme Court and the Quest lor Law,  N ew  H aven—London 1962. I shou ld add 
that in Am erican littérature all courts are treated as politica l inri-'itutions. Cf, in g e -
neral Th. L. B e c k e r ,  C nnw arat ive  Judicia l Politics. T h? P o l i t ic 1! Functioning  o l the  
Courts,  Ch icaqo 1970; H. J a c o b ,  Just ice  in America , Boston 1972*,- I d e m ,  Law,
Politics and  the  Federa l Courts,  Boston 1967; N. V i n e s  and H.  J a c o b ,  Studies in 
Judicia l Politics,  N e w  Orleans 1963,



preted, or in w hat consists the „norm ative novelty" of interpretation,
if any49.

Interpretative decision could be creative in two basic m eanings 
of the term „rule-creativity" or „creation of a rule": (a) the in ter-
p retative decision is creative if it form ulates a general and/or abstract 
rule which is e ither А-valid or G-valid, and is not a logical conse-
quence of the interpreted rule; (b) the in terp reta tive decision is 
creative  if it has not an A- or G-validity of the in terpreted legal 
norm but functions as a legal norm because it has F-validity (cf point 
3.3).

If interpreta tive  decision does not fulfill any of these conditions, 
then is not creative in the loose sense reconstructed in the (a) and
(b) definitions.

The (a) definition presupposes a m eaning of „creativity" which 
is hidden in legal discussions.

Firstly, there is an underlying conception that a creativ ity  of 
rules means a creativity of general and abstract rules as opposed 
to individual and concrete decisions. If in terpreta tive  decision is 
thought of not as deciding only a concrete case  of using legal lan -
guage but is an ascription of meaning in a legal language, then it 
creates a rule (cf. point 5.3).

Inference of „logical consequences" of a general and abstract 
rules, provided a proper „logic" is a t hand, is not any „creation of 
rules". According to the theoretical analysis one cannot trea t in te r-
preta tion as a purely logical operation, and in terpretative consequen-
ces of a norm as synonymous with its logical consequences50. In ter-
preta tive  directives are  not logical rules, but rather „transform ations"51.

One assum es that a general and abstract rule which is stated 
by interpreta tive  decision is e ither A- or G-valid, i.e. has the same 
validity as the interpreted rule. This is assumed in a construction of 
a legal system: to the legal system  belong rules w hich are e ither 
enacted by the law-malker, or are their „logical consequences" or 
„ in terpreta tive consequences". Such construction of a legal system

49 E.g. G. R. C a r r i o ,  N o ta s sobr e  derecho  y  lenguaje,  B uenos A ires 1965, part 
III, chapt. 3; J. W r ó b l e w s k i ,  Décision, jud ic ia ir e: l'applica tion  ou la créa tion  du 
droi t,  „Scientia" 1968, 11— 12; I d e m ,  Sądowe. ..,  chapt. XI and lit. cit. For com m on 
law  cf. L. J. J a f f e, English and A meric an  Judges as L aw -M akers,  Oxford 1969.

50 Cf. J. W r ó b l e w s k i ,  Legal Reasoning.. .,  p. 25 sq.  and I d e m ,  Meaning...,  
p. 97 sq.; about „log ica l consequences"  and „interpretative  consequences"  cf. J. W r ó -
b l e w s k i ,  O p e ra t ive  Models. ..,  p. 218— 230; I d e m, '  Fuzziness.. .,  p. 319 sq p 323__
— 326.

51 Cf. P e c z e n i k ,  The Basis..., chapt. 2.3.6,- but com pare J. W r ó b l e w s k i ,  
Towards... ,  p. 234— 239.



is usually accepted because one treats in terp reted norms as valid 
norms in legal system.

The discussed definition of creativity can be form ulated also in 
another m anner saying that an interp reta tive  decision is creative, if 
its form ulation is not determ ined by law but demands (evaluative) 
choices of the in terp reta tor. „The law" in this context includes e n a -
cted legal rules and their logical consequences, provided the proper 
theory of inference is at hand. Then creativity  lies in the choices, 
which are also described as evaluations (or „will" as „decision") of 
the interpretator.

W e can  conclude that decision of interpreta tion is creative accor-
ding to the critérium  in question if it is thought of neither as stating 
the m eaning of a rule for a concrete situation only nor as a result 
of a purely logical operation, and if one ascribes to the rule in 
interpretatfvely stated m eaning the same validity as is ascribed to 
the in terpreted rule.

Stating that interpreta tive  decision is „creative" according to the 
definition in question stim ulates to com pare this creativ ity with the 
creativity of a law-m aker. In statutory  law system  linked with the 
opposition of law-m aking and law-applying functions one can m eta-
phorically say that the in terp reta tive activity changes law only „ in-
crem entally"52.

The (to) definition of creativ ity  of in terpretative decision deals 
only with functions of this decision and leaves out all relations 
between a rule in the m eaning ascribed to in in terpreta tion and 
a rule in its prima facie meaning.

The case  of creativ ity  occurs if and when an in terpreta tive  decision 
factually influences the application of law  in a m anner analogous to 
that of enacted legal rules or their logical consequences. In other 
words, it is creative  if it has a F-validity. The case of such in terp reta-
tion occurs, when the  highest or appellate  courts interp reta tive  deci-
sions are  treated  as argum ents in forthcom ing in terp reta tive  activities 
of the low er courts in statu to ry  law system s (cf. point 3.3). But not all 
in terpreta tive  decisions have this F-validity, e ither in operative or in 
doctrinal interpreta tion.

7.2. The problem  of creativ ity  of in terp reta tive  decision from a des-
criptive point of view  can be  solved only taking as granted  a determ i-
ned m eaning of the term  „creativ ity", which is linked w ith a general

5ï Cf. M. S h a p i r o ,  Sta bi l ity  and C hange in Judicia l Decis ion-M aking: Incre-  
menta l is m  or Stare  Decisis?  [in:] Law and the  Behaviora l Sciences,  ed. L. M. F r i e d -
m a n  and S. M a c a u l a y ,  Ind ianapolis— K ansas C ity— N e w  York 1977*.



theory of interpreta tion. One cannot answ er the question w hether in -
terp retative  decision is creative  or is not creative  in a general m anner 
by simple yes or no answer.

From a postulative approach we have the question w hether the in-
terpretation should be „creative" in the determ ined m eaning of this 
term. We have to do, hence, with an ideology of interpreta tion, and any 
answ er depends on the type of ideology in question. According to the 
static ideology interpretation should not be creative , but should disco-
ver the existing m eaning of a rule hidden in its linguistic form ulation. 
According to the dynamic ideology — in terp reta tion should be crea-
tive, and interpretator works hand in hand with the law -m aker cre a-
ting new rules adapted for new situations.

But these ideologies are  functioning in an institutional context. U sual-
ly in terpretative decisions are controlled, there are in terpretative  deci-
sions which have at least a G-validity and cannot be a ttacked by o rdi-
nary procedural instruments. This means that institutionally an in ter-
preted legal rule is A- or G-valid in the m eaning ascribed to it by inter- 
pieta tion. W ho controls this in terpreta tion  controls the m eaning of le-
gal rules, i.e. controls w hat functions as the law. And this control in-
stitutionally works ex auctoritate.  In this ,sense the often cited bishop 
Hoadly had, perhaps, right stating: „W hoever hath an absolute autho-
rity to interpret any w ritten or spoken law, it is he who is tru ly  the 
law-giver to all intents and purposes, and not the person who first 
w rote or spoke them "53.

7.3. The one right interpretation thesis is understood here as the 
thesis stating that: (a) there  is a „real" or „true" m eaning M* of an 
interpreted  legal rule; (b) this Mx is in principle cognizable; (c) a legal 
rule has one Mx; (d) the in terp reta tive  statem ent of the form „a rule  N 
has the meaning M" is true  if and only if M is Mx.

7.3.1. The one right in terpreta tion thesis is accepted in any ideology 
of operative legal interp retation m aintaining that the task of in terp re-
tation is to discover the m eaning of a legal rule  which is at least in 
part independent of the in terp reta to r's activity.

The paradigm atic case is the traditional form of a static ideology 
stating that the m eaning in question is the will of the historical law- 
-maker. But also dynamic ideologies are not free from this thesis if the 
they treat a changing m eaning of a rule as an objective datum, which

5S Cited in H. K e l s o n ,  General  T heor y  ol  Law and Sta le,  Cambridge 194!) 
p. 15a



has to be discovered by the m ore or less skilled interpretation. Only in 
radical forms of the ideology of a free judicial decision the in terpreta-
tor seems to enjoy an almost unlim ited freedom.

In contem porary legal systems the decision-m aker has the duty to 
decide the case in spite of all deficiencies of the valid rules, and he 
presents his decision as the unique correct decision or — in other 
words — as the one right decision54. This covers also interp retative 
decision.

It is no place here  to explain the reasons of ideological acceptance 
of the one righ t in terp retation thesis. But this thesis is accepted in 
operative interpretation, and if there  are  different interpreta tions then 
the divergencies are in the last instance determ ined by an argum ent 
ex auctoritate. This is also the case of an authentic and legal interpre-
tation (cf. point 3.2 (a), (b) ), but here the question of the one right in-
terpretation is not thought of as re levan t because the au thority of the 
decision is given ex lege.

7.3.2. The open question is, how ever, w hether the one right inter-
preta tion thesis is accepted also in doctrinal interpretation. The search 
for the right in terpretation is deeply rooted also in doctrinal interpre-
tation of legal dogm atics, because of its stric t analogy with operative 
interpretation. There is neither duty to find an answ er nor a compe-
tence of decision-m aking as in an application of law, but legal dogma-
tics also searches for the  right interpreta tion. There is a possibility of 
stating, that a rule offers more than one equally justified possible 
meanings, and that it is up to the law -m aker to decide the issue, but 
this seems a ra ther hypothetical case presented in legal theory re -
flexion on legal dogm atics only. This is, however, a controversia l issue.

7.3.3. The one right in terpretation thesis presents, however, serious 
problems from the point of view of the general theo ry of in terp reta-
tion. A ccording to this approach the one right in terp retation thesis 
ought to be discussed in reference to the norm al form ula of the ju sti-
fied in terp retative  decision (cf. point 5.3).

In terp retative decision constructed according to the formula in ques-
tion m akes paten t that there is no M \ and that any ascribed meaning 
is the result of using determ ined in terp reta tive  directives DI and e v a-

54 The m ost prounced partisan of this thesis  iis R. D workin w hich  den ies an  
e x isten ce  of jud icia l discretion . Cf. for d iscussion  of th is thesis  e.g. N . B. R e y -  
Q o l d s ,  D w or kin  as Quixote ,  „U niversity  of P en nsy lw ania  Law R ev iew ” 1975, 123 
and lit . cit.; P e c z e n i k ,  The Basis..., chapt. 5.2.6. and cit. lit.



luations E. The thesis in question is not justified within the fram ework 
of our theory provided that we do not use a convention that some set 
oi DI and E ex definitione determ ines the Mx5s. This type of conven-
tion would be, however, a form ulation of an  ideology of interp reta-
tion, but not its descriptive theory.

From the presented theoretical approach an in terp reta tive  decision 
is neither true  nor false in the sense that it corresponds with some M \ 
because this Mx does not exist. This decision is, hence, neither true  
nor false in the classical m eaning of these terms. The decision in ques-
tion can be, however, justified in the large  sense by the DI and E as 
its arguments, and there  is a con troversial question, w hether this is 
a sensu stricto  justification or a verification (cf. point 5.2).

I cannot discuss this highly controversial problem  here, but to treat 
interp reta tive  decision as verified by its justifying argum ents it is n e-
cessary that: (a) there  is a relation of inference betw een justifying a r-
gum ents and the in terp retative  decision according to some accepted 
logic; (b) the ,,truth of decision" is m eant in the sense of logical tru th 
but not as classical truth of adequatio rei et intellectus;  (c) this truth, 
thus, expresses the links of inference, but not the tru th of premisses, 
and is synonym ous w ith an internal rationality of in terp reta tive  deci-
sion only (cf. point 5.2) which can be challenged by an external cr iti-
cism of these prem isses; (d) there  are, thus m any „true" in terp reta tive  
decisiions, even contradictory...

These consequences dem onstrate that to apply the term  „truth" to 
interp retative decision leads to ra ther baffling consequences or ... e x -
presses an ideology of interpretation. It seem s better then to speak only 
about in terp reta tive  decisions justified by singled out argum ents, and 
to ask about the reasons for accepting them, and to present the chain 
of justifica tory reasoning as far as pragm atically needed and possible 
within a fram ework of concrete legal discourse.

The criticism  of the one right in terp retation thesis from the theore-
tical point of view is useful also in dealing with the qualification of 
interpreta tion as secundum, preatei and contra legem  (cf. point 3.5)58.

55 One can e.g. propose the convention , that the M* is determ ined by com m only  
accepted  in terpretative  directives which  do not depend of a choice  betw een  static  
and dynam ic ideolog ies, because are accepted  by both of them, and depend on some  
basic features of lega l language, leg a l system  and leg al reason ing . About such  direc-
tives cf. J. W r ó b l e w s k i ,  Zagadnienia  teorii  wy kładni .. .,  chapt. VIII § 2. But if 
so, then not each  ru le has M*.

56 J. W r ó b l e w s k i ,  In terpretat io  secudum, pr aeter el con tra  legem,  „Państwo
i Prawo" 1961, 4— 5.



This typology seems to presuppose the one right interp reta tion thesis. 
Lex it is the rule which has the m eaning Mx. Each of the singled out 
types of interpreta tion is identified by the relation of the m eaning of 
this ru le ascribed by interpreta tion to the M \ This typology is used 
quite differently when we are aw are that the one right interpretation 
thesis is wrong. The typology in question expresses then the result 
of comparaison betw een various interpretations of a legal rule. One 
of these interpretations approved of and nam ed as „lex" and other in-
terpretations are  qualified in re la tion to that lex. The qualification ques-
tion is used, thus, in a persuasive  way, because it is supposed that to 
keep lex  is good, to go beyond it is bad, and to go against it is the 
w orst thing the interpreta tor could do.

The qualification of interp reta tion  as secundum, preater and conlra 
legem  appears when the comparison of interpreta tive  decisions is 
thought of as highly relevant; then the conform ity of different in terp re-
tations is an im portant argum ent for, and a difference against an in-
terpreta tion. W hen the difference does not involve basic ideological 
choices or an argum entative situation then the case does not call for 
strong terms, and the term inology of interpretatio extensiva, restrictiva  
or litteralis is sufficient.

7.4. The problem  of the creabivity of interpreta tive  decision and the 
one right interpreta tion thesis evidently applies to constitutional in te r-
pretation, and, therefore, does not demand any special comments.

The creativity of constitutional in terpreta tion is especia lly re levan t 
because of the place and functions of constitution in a legal system. 
The role of the discussed creativity of this interpreta tion is, thus, high-
ly im portant for all areas of legal regulation and activities of the State 
w here the constitution is re levant and/or is applicable. It is clearly 
patent in opposition betw een a static and dynamic ideology of consti-
tutional in terpretation (cf. point 6.7) and in discussion concerning par-
ticular institutions of this in terpreta tion  and their functions (cf. chap-
ter 8).

There are no m ore theoretical reasons to sustain the right interpre-
tation thesis for constitutional rules than for other legal rules, and the 
same ideological reasons function in favour of this thesis. The aw are-
ness of theoretical grounds for re jecting the thesis in question allows 
for a c lear insight into the general relevance of in terpreta tive  decisions 
concerning constitutional rules.



8. INSTITUTIONS AN D  FUNCTIONS  
OF CONSTITUTIONAL INTERPRETATION

8 .1. Constitutional interp reta tion”  has m any functions depending 
on who is the interpreta tor, and w hat are the institutions, if any, de-
term ining the validity, if any, of interp reta tive  decisions. It is suffi-
cient to single out three main types of functions of constitutional in-
terpretation.

Firstly, the „function of orientation" consists in giving an inform a-
tion about what behaviour is according or against constitutional rules. 
This type of orientation is needed in various situations. The law-m aker 
is obliged to act in accordance with constitutional rules, and this, in 
cases of doubt, depends on constitutional interpretation. This is esp e-
cially the case of the parliam ent as a statute-m aking agency. Also in 
the regime of legality all sta te organs and other addressees of a con-
stitution should act taking into account constitutional rules and, som e-
times, their decisions depend on constitutional interpretation.

Secondly, the „function of application” appears in operative in ter-
pretation of constitution when its rules are  norm ative basis of deci-
sion. Thus the parliam ent acts on the basis of constitutional rules, and 
so does the governm ent. This is e.g. the case of interp reting constitu-
tional rules directly conferring com petences to the sta te organs. In 
some legal system s constitutional rules determ ining the citizens rights 
and liberties are directly applicable (e.g. art. 1 sec. 3 Const. FGR) (cf. 
point 8.4.3).

Thirdly, constitutional interpreta tion has a „controlling function" if 
there are determined institutions whose task is to control the observa-
tion of constitution. There are  two m ain forms of this function connec-
ted with special institutions of control: the  control of constitutionality 
of law-m aking in general, and of sta tuto ry enactem ents in particular, 
and the institution of constitutional responsibility of some persons for 
a behaviour against the constitutional rules and, sometimes, against the 
statutory rules as well. The constitutional in terp reta tion is an instru-
m ent of this control.

The three  types of functions do not exclude each other. E.g. the 
parliam ent as the state organ com petent to enact statutes can interpret

57 I am dealing  here with constitutional interpretation on ly  from the perspective  
of a general theory  of in terpretation , and, therefore, to d iscuss the issues from the  
point of v ie w  of constitu tional law  one ought to  use  the specia lized  w orks e.g.
H. G. L f l c h i n g c r ,  Die A us legu ng der Verfassung,  Zurich 1954; K. F o r s t h o f f ,  
Zur P roblemat ik  der Ve riassungsausiegung,  Stuttgart 1961,- Ve riassungs gerich tsbark eit  
in der Gege nwart ,  Landesberichte  und Rech ts verg leichung,  M ax Planck Institut, Ham -
burg 1962; G. B u r  d e  a u , Traité  de  sc ience po lit ique,  vol. Ill, Paris 1950.



constitution to determ ine the guidelines of his legislative behaviour, 
can apply some constitutional rules interpreting them as a norm ative 
basis of his decisions, and the constitutionality of enacted sta tutes 
could be controlled by this parliam ent or by other bodies.

In the following text f will deal only with the controlling function 
and with the institutions which are  connected with it. It seems, that 
this function and institutions are the proper basis for identification of 
the particularities of constitutional interpreta tion on the background of 
a general theory of interpreta tion presented here.

8.2. There are three  basic types of institutional control of legisla-
tion, viz. by political body, by judicial-type agency, or throuqh auto- 
-control58.

8.2.1. The control of constitutionality by „political body" is m eant 
as the control by an institution which is thought of as an em anation of 
parliam ent, i.e. a body which is, a t least in part, e lected by the parlia-
ment among its members.

T here are  various institutions of this type: e.g. the French Conseil 
Constitutionnel (Titel VII of the Const. F). In Socialist S tates usually 
the controlling function is placed in the com petence of the Council of 
State (e.g. in Poland 1976— 1982, in Germ an Dem ocratic Republic 1968__

1974), or in the Presidium  of the Suprem e Soviet (art. 121 Const. 
USSR) or in the parliam entary commission which presents his reso lu-
tions to the parliam ent (Romania).

1 he control by the political body is either  preventive  or occurs only 
after the prom ulgation of a statute.

The results of this control are rather differentiated. The strongest 
consequences of inconstitutionality are  in France: „...une disposition 
déclarée unconstitutionnelle ne peut être prom ulgée ni mise an applica-
tion. Les décisions du Conseil Constitutionnel ne sont susceptibles 
d 'aucun recours. Elles s'im posent aux pouvoirs publiques e t  à toutes 
les authorités adm inistratives e t jurisdictionnelles" (art. 62 Const. F).

8.2.2. A control of constitutionality is also ascribed to the organ of 
the type of a court of justice. T here are special constitutional courts 
(e.g. Italy, Austria, Poland according to the art. 33a Const. P. am ended 
M arch 26, 1982, Yougoslavie) or the control in question belongs to 
the com petence of the Supreme Court (e.g. Switzerland according to 
the organic statute  of 1974, USA).

58 This is typ ology  of G. B n r d c a u ,  Droit const i tu t ionnel  e l inst itu tions po li ti -
ques,  Paris 197617, p. 99 sq.



The consequences of declaration of inconstitutionally are  differentia-
ted: the non-application of a sta tute  in a concrete case or preventive  
injunction (e.g. USA); the returning of the statute  to the parliam ent, and 
if the parliam ent does not change its text then its derogation (Yougo-
slavie); mixed solution, i.e. the non-application, the proceeding before 
the Court of the Constitutional G uarantees (Const, of the Spanish Re-
public 1931). In Poland, according to the Constitution, the Constitu tio-
nal T ribunal only re tu rns the unconstitutional sta tu te to the Parliam ent 
to be examined.

According to the sta tute  on Constitutional Tribunal, which im ple-
ments the cited art. of the Polish Constitution (statute of April 29, 
1985) the effects of the declaration of unconstitutionality are  different, 
depending on the norm ative act it is referred to. If this act is a sta tu -
te, then the sta tute  in question is returned to the Parliam ent who de-
cides w hether to change it, or to deroqate it en tire ly  on partially, or 
to re ject the decision of the Constitutional Tribunal. In the case of 
declaration of inconstitutionality of a norm ative act having a sub-sta-
tu tory level the president of the Constitutional Tribunal dem ands from 
the state organ who has enacted the act in question to m ake the p ro-
per am endments or to derogate it en tire ly  or paria lly according to the 
decision of the Tribunal. There is also a possibility of m aking an ap-
peal to the Constitutional Tribunal by the organ of the state for revision 
of his decision. If the organ of the state does not e lim inate the incon-
stitutionality then the norm ative a ct in question looses its validity in 
the term determ ined by the Constitutional Tribunal. The same applies 
also in the case when the norm ative act of sub-sta tutory level is decla-
red as con trary to the valid statute in a decision of the Constitutional 
Tribunal.

8.2.3. The auto-control of constitutionality of sta tu tes m eans that 
only parliam ent controls him self when enacting a statute. This is the 
solution accepted in some systems (e.g. Poland 1952—1976, German 
Democratic Republic since 1974).

8.2.4. All institutions of the control of constitutionality are widely 
discussed.

On the one hand, the control in question m eans controlling the le-
gislative activ ity of parliam ent treated  as the sovereign organ in all 
republ'ican forms of the state. A control of the parliam ent is criticized 
as m aking of controlling agency a organ functionally above the parlia-
ment. This in an argum ent for an auto-control or a t least for a control 
through a political body depending on the parliam ent.



On the other hand, one argues that the auto-control is a purely 
spurious device, because the controlled and the controller are the same 
institution and nemo iudex in causa sua. There  are, thus, some a r -
gum ents for giving the control in question to some special constitutio-
nal Court or to impose the duty and com petence of control to the su-
prem e court of the state, provided that the court independent. One can 
argue, however, that the court com petent to declare a sta tu te as in-
constitutional in fact is a policy-m aker standing over the parliam ent.

This dilemma of judicial control of constitutionality is especially 
patent in common law system s. The US Supreme Court in the famous 
decision M arbury v. M adison accepted his com petence to control the 
constitutionality of law interpreting in this direction the Art. Ill sect. 
11(1) of Const. US: ,,The judicial power shall ex tend to all cases, in law 
and equity, arising under this Constitution, the laws of the United Sta-
tes, and treaties made, or which shall be made, under their a u th ority ’'. 
I he judicial control of the acts of parliam ent is excluded in the deci-
sions of the English Courts. It is stated that „[...] the Parliam ent has 
suprem e power and there  was no power in the Courts to question the 
validity of an Act of Parliam ent"59. Lord Reid speaking for the House 
of Lords said: „For a century or more both Parliam ent and the Courts 
have been careful to act so as not to cause conflict betw een them. 
Any such investigations as the respondent seeks could easily lead to 
such conflict, and I would only support it if compelled to do so by 
c lear authority. But it appears to me that the whole trend of au thority 
for over a century is clearly against perm itting any such investiga- 
tion"80.

From this exam ple it is c lear that the problem of an institutional 
control of constitutionality of sta tutes is strictly related with the idea 
of the place of the parliam ent as the law-m aker in the whole political 
system  and with the relations betw een the parliam ent and the control-
ling agency, expressed in the effects of a decision of inconstitutiona-
lity61.

8.2.5. In any case the control of constitutionality presupposes that 
the controlling agency form ulates a relational statem ent of the formula 
„the (statutory) rule RS is consistent (inconsistent) with a constitutio-

Ee Cf, O. H o o d  P h i l i p s ,  Leading Cases in C onst itu tional and A d m in is t ra t iv e  
Law, London 1979s, p. 1.

00 Ut supra,  p. 6.
61 There is also  a theoretical problem  of an „unconstitu tional law ” connected  

With the conception  of va lid ity, cf. e.g. K o l s e n ,  General Theory.. .,  p. 155 sq., 262 
sq.; I d e m ,  Reine Rechtslehre ,  W ien  1960s, p. 275— 280.



nal rule RC". The semiotical properties of this type of statem ents are 
ra ther com plex62 but it is sufficient to deal with two issues here.

Firstly, to form ulate a relational statem ent it is necessary  to precize 
the meaning of RS and the m eaning of RC as precisely, a t it is ne-
cessary to make the com parison expressed in this statem ent. It is a fair 
pragm atic hypothesis that in ordinary situations the law-m aker does 
not intentionally act against constitution, and, therefore, that he enacts 
sta tutes which he thinks consistent with constitutional rules. If it is so, 
then in each constitu tionality issue there is a doubt, w hether the 
meaning ascribed to RS, or to RC, or to both of them, is the proper 
meaning: a Constitutionality control calls for a constitutional in te r-
pretation.

Secondly, the relational statem ent has a dichotomic structure , p re-
supposing that e ither RS is constitutional or is not constitutional. This 
structure  corresponds to the institution of the control in question. It 
is, however, a question w hether applying some constitutional rules 
this dichotomy without rather arb itrary  conceptual conventions could 
be preserved. If it is not the case then one should deal w ith various 
degrees of incorstitu tionality  more in term s of coherence than those 
of consistency (cf. point 4.3.2).

8.3. The controlling function of constitutional interp reta tion  appears 
also in cases of the constitutional responsibility of persons holding 
determ ined posts in the State, and especially of the heads of the State 
and the top officials of governm ent. Let us take as standard exam ple 
the members of the council of m inisters in a republican state.

There are  many forms of responsibility of these persons: a common 
penal, civil, or adm inistrative responsibility which could be re lated 
with their official function or not to be re lated with them; a parlia-
m entary responsibility linked with their election and dismission by 
parliam ent; a special form of political responsibility within the poli-
tical organisation, usually a party, which they belong to and are  link-
ed w ith in their activity. Last not least there could be a constitutio -
nal responsibility linked with the observation of constitutional rules 
and, sometimes, of sta tuto ry rules too.

The constitutional responsibility is functionally close to parliam en-
tary  responsibility, because it deals with not-fulfilling the expecta-
tions concerning the constitutionally right activ ity  of the top officials. 
If there  is an opinion that parliam entary responsibility plus ordinary 
responsibility is enough, then there are no reasons for constitutional 
responsibility. T here are, however, argum ents that this is not enough,

et Cf. J. W r ó b l e w s k i ,  Statements... ,  passim.



and the special form of constitutional responsibility is needed. This 
is the case of existing institutions of this special type of responsibility 
we will deal with below.

8.3.1. The procedural rules determ ine the organ com petent to de-
cide the constitutional responsibility in question, and the procedure of 
decision-m aking, and the sanctions for unconstitutional activity.

W ithout m aking a com parative law analysis I will give only some 
exam ples of the organs deciding the cases of constitutional responsibi-
lity. The organ in question is: the Suprem e Court (e.g. par. 102 Const. 
E), the Constitutional Court which also deals w ith the control of con-
stitutionality of law (e.g. art. 134 Const. I, art. 142 Const. A), the spe-
cially e lected High Court (e.g. art. 68 Const. F) the special Tribunal of 
State (e.g. art. 33b Const. P), parliam ent in the procedure of im peach-
m ent (e.r-. art. I, sec. II, par. 6, 7 Const. US). These various institutio-
nal solutions answ er the highly im portant political question quis eus-
todiet ipsos custodes?  The cases of constitutional responsibility are 
ra ther scarce to-day, and to give the exam ples one should go back in-
to the history. The recen t exam ple of functioning of the this respon-
sibility was the process in Poland against the former Prim e-m inister 
P. Jaroszew icz and the form er Head of the Planning Commission 
T. W rzaszczyk, which started  in Ju ly  1983, but. was discontinued ac-
cording to the sta tute  of am nesty of July  21, 1984. The possibility of 
instituting proceedings of impeachm ent follwing the W atergate  case 
(1972) have pushed R. Nixon to resign from his post of the US Presi-
dent (1974).

In any case to decide whether the constitutionally responsible per-
son has violated constitutional rules it is inter alia necessary to apply 
these rules. And this application, as any application of lav/, presuppo-
ses that the rule in question is used in a determ ined meaning. If there  
is a doubt w hether the rule in question is to be applied in its prima 
lacie meaning, then we have to do with an situation of interpretation 
and with an operative interp reta tion (cf. point 3.2(c) ). Taking this into 
account it is practically a fair hypothesis that deciding the issues of 
constitutional responsibility implies a constitutional operative interp re-
tation, because in ordinary circum stances no one of the top officials 
of State is acting against constitutional rules.

8.4. After describing the place of the constitutional interpretation 
in the control of constitutionality and in assessing constitutional respon-
sibility, one can ask w hat are the interpreta tive  problem s peculiar for



this in terpretation. Constitutional interpreta tion shares the features of 
any legal interpretation singled out according to the general theory, 
but has also some peculiarities.

It seems that there  are four principal particu larities: varie ty  of con-
stitutional rules; features of terms used in form ulation of these rules; 
applicability of constitutional rules; political character of constitu tio-
nal interpretation.

8.4.1. There is a variety  of the types of constitutional rules, but 
first of all one should presuppose the norm ative character of the  con-
stitution as a whole, or at least of some parts of the constitutional 
text.

There are views according to which constitution is not a se t of 
rules83, that constitution form ulates only a political programm  which has 
no norm ative qualities*4, or that some parts of the constitutional text 
are not norm ative, e.g. the preamble®5. There is no place to discuss 
these problems, which a re  practically solved either by law (e.g. the 
direct applicability of the rules concerning the civil rights and liber-
ties according to the art. 1 sec. 3 Const. FRG) or by А-valid in terp reta-
tive decisions (e.g. the validity of pream ble according to the decision 
of the French Conseil Constitutionnel)6®. Theoretically the discussion 
concerning the norm ativity of constitutional text is m eaningul only 
after defining the m eaning of the term  „norm ativity". If by „norm ati-
vity" one understands that dispositions of the legal text are  e ither di-
rectly applicable or applicable after constructing some norms from 
these dispositions (cf. point 2.6), then one can say, that constitutional 
dispositions fulfill this definition. In other words, constitutional dispo-
sitions e ither directly or indirectly regu late hum an conduct in spite 
of the variety of constitutional rules®7.

1,3 E.g. M, T r o p  er ,  Le prob lè me cle l 'in terprétation et la théorie  de  la supralé-  
gali te  const itutionnelle ,  (in:) M élanges Ch.  Eisenman,  Paris 1974, p. 150 defines con-
stitu tion  as belonging  to the world of Sein.

64 E.g. the constitutional doctrine in Italy treats treated the rules of titles II, III 
part. I Const. I, determ ining  the moral and social and econom ical relations as pro-
gram« (cf. J. Z a k r z e w s k a ,  Kontro la  k on s ty tu cy jna  us taw  [C onstitu tional Control  
oi S tatu tes], W arszaw a 1964, p. 91. Cf. also about the phenom enon of l egge -mani lesto  
which is contrary to the constitutional rules (R. B e 11 i n i, 11 c ir co lo  v iz ios o  leg isla -
t iv e , M ilano 1983, chapt. 1.

65 E.g. K e l s e n ,  General Theory .. .,  p. 260 sq.
68 Cf.  Z a k r z e w s k a ,  op. cit., p. 45.
67 About the concep tion  of ,,ind:reot" regu lation  of conduct cf. J. W r ó b l e w -

s k i ,  Sp oso by w y z nac z an ia  zac ho wania  pr ze z p r z ep isy  pr a w n e  [The W ays of Deter-
m ining a Behaviour Through Legal P rovisions], „Zeszyty  N au kow e UL" 1964, S. I, 35.



For our purposes it is sufficient to single out the following types 
of constitutional rules:

(a) The rules of conduct sensu stricto  directly state that a determ i-
ned type of conduct is a duty or a right of its addressee, and such 
rules are common e.g. in crim inal law. But there are also such rules 
in constitution as, e.g. imposing on the president the duty to care 
about the observation of constitution (par. 5 Const. F) or the duty 
of the parliam ent to e lect the Council of State (art. 29 sec. 1 Const.
P).

(b) The rules of organization determ ine the organization and com-
petence of the organs of the State, e.g. the number of the members 
of the parliam ent, of the Constitutional Court, or the competences of 
the principal state organs and their mutual relations. These commonly 
known rules belong to the type of „secondary rules" in H. L. A. H art's 
term inology68.

(c) The teleological rules single out the purposes which should 
be im plemented by the addressees of constitutional rules. E.g. the 
purposes of the public authorities are: elim ination of all obstacles 
and difficulties in the satisfaction of needs, and in the free partic i-
pation of all citizens in the political, econom ical a cultural and social 
life (art. 9 sec. 2 Const. E), the principal purpose of the State is the 
universal developm ent of socialist society, developm ent of creative 
forces of the nation and of each man, bettering of a satisfaction of 
the citizens needs (art. 4 Const. P). The teleological rules, as all 
rules, determ ine a conduct, but these rules formulate the pattern  
of due behaviour by determ ining the purposes of this conduct.

(d) The directival rules single out the functions which should be 
performed by some type of activities or values which should be im-
plemented. Thus e.g. there are rules identifying the highest values 
of legal order such as liberty, justice, egality, political pluralism, 
democratic structures (par 1, 6, 7, Const. E); the task of Ita lian Re-
public are inter alia elim ination of obstacles of econom ical and social 
order which limit the citizens liberty and equality, hinder the full 
developm ent of human person and participation of all w orkers in 
the political, econom ical and social organisation of the country (art. 
3 Const. I). The functions of the Polish State are: guaranteeing of the 
citizens' participation in governm ent, safeguarding of the developm ent 
of various forms of selfgovernm ent of the working class, developm ent 
of the productive capacities and econom y of the country, planned 
use and enrichm ent of the m aterial ressources, rational organization 
of work, continuous developm ent of the sciences and technics, im ple-

08 Cf. note 17.



m entation of the principles of social justice, reaction to violations of 
the principles of social coexistence (art. 5 Const. P).

There are no clear-cut boundaries betw een the types of constitu-
tional rules singled out above, and especially betw een the teleological 
and directival rules. The typology is im portant for the constitutional 
interpretation issues: the ra ther large quantity and relevance of the 
rules ol the (lb), (c) and (d) types in constitutional texts differentiates 
the in terpretation of constitution from the interpreta tion of rem aining 
areas of law.

8.4.2. Legal language contains m any types of terms differentiated 
according to seimiotical criteria. The typology of constitutional terms 
relevant for constitutional interpreta tion singles out evaluative, quasi- 
-descriptive and descriptive  terms, provided that we assum e that there  
are  operative criteria  of separating description from evaluation. I ma-
ke this assum ption without going into details69.

(a) In constitutional texts there are  many evaluative  terms. Almost 
in any constitution the key-term s define the political and social axio-
logy. W ithout reference to particu lar constitutions one can cite such 
terms as: „liberty", „equality", „justice" or „social justice", „partici-
pation'', there are also evaluative  terms expressing an axiology of 
law, e.g. „observation of law" or „due process of law".

The evaluative  term s used in legal discourse do demand in terp re-
tation when there are  doubts w hether they are  properly used. This 
is an evident fact of legal practice explained by the general theory 
of interpretation. Even on the level of political philosophy one discu-
sses w hether the principle of the liberty of opinions knows some 
reasonable lim itations70. Another exam ple is that of equality — treated 
as one of the constitutional principles and in terpreted in various 
contexts71.

(ib) W e can single out „quasi-descriptive term s" their definition 
is prima facie  descriptive, bu t in its deep structure  reveals an e v a -
luative  character. This mixed natu re  prevents any strict definition 
and opens the question w hether not to ascribe these term s e ither to

6“ Cf. J. W r ó b l e w s k i ,  E valuat iv e  Statem ents,.., p. 605— 608 and cit. lit.
70 Cf. c lassica l d iscussion  by J. St. M i l l ,  On Liberty ,  chapt. II, Oxford 1948.
71 E.g. Cli. W  о 1 f e r s. N ote  sur le principe  d'égali té  dans la jurisprudence du  

C onsei l d'Etat français en matière  de  rég lamenta t ion économique,  [in:] L'Egalité,  vo l.
1, ed. H. B u c h ,  P. F o r i e r s, Ch.  P e r e l m a n ,  B ruxelles 1971; A. S c h n e e b l a g ,  
Dialect ique de  l'éga lite  des groupes et de  l'égal ité  des ind iv id us : l'arret „Bakke" de  
la Cour suprême des  Sta ts-Unis  (1978), [in:] L'Egalité, vol. VIII, ed. Ch. P e r e l m a n  
und L. I n g b e r ,  Bruxelles 1982; I d e m ,  Les récen ts d é ve lo p pm e nt s en matière  
d'égalité  des s exe s dans la droit des Etats-Unis,  [in:J Ibidem.



evaluative  term s or to the descriptive terms. I do not discuss this pro -
blem further here, and I only use one exam ple to illustrate the case.

The term ,,fundamental principles" is used in a disposition stating 
that ,,la loi déterm ine les principes fondam entaux" (art. 34 Const. F). 
The notion of principle is theoretically rather vague and there are 
various meanings in which the term  „(fundamental) principle" is used 
in various legal theories and in legal dogmatics (legal language of 
doctrine), in legal language of pratice and in the texts of various 
legal rules in different legal systems. But prima lacie the term „fun-
dam ental principle" should have a descriptive meaning, although is 
used in quite different ways. The constitutional in terpretation of this 
term made in French Conseil Constitutionnel dem onstrates clearly 
that the real issue is to define the area reserved for sta tutory regu-
lation, and then the problem is norm ative: w hat ought to be regulated 
by sta tutes according to the constitution? The answer determ ines 
the area of exclusively parliam en tary law-m aking from the area w here 
the governm ent is a com petent law-m aker. An this is a vital po liti-
cal issue72.

(c) The descriptive terms are also used in constitutional texts, 
although these terms could be fuzzy because of the functional con-
text in which they are used.

For exam ple according to art. 11 Const. F „Le président de la 
République peut soum ettre au referendum  tout projet de loi portant 
sur 1 organisation des pouvoirs publiques". Le terme „organisation des 
pouvoirs publiques" was interpreted as synonym ous to „constitution" 
and president de Gaulle has made a referendum  for changing the 
constitution73.

The right to strike is form ulated in art 40 Const. I. The Constitu-
tional Court has declared inconstitutional art. 502 of the Italian Penal 
Code (1930) which imposed a penalty for strike and lock-out, and at 
the same time interpreted the disposition of constitution referred to 
as containing also the right to lock-out74.

It is patent that in terpreta tion  of evaluative, quasi-descriptive and 
descriptive terms follows the general pattern of any interpretation. 
The peculiarity of constitutional interpretation, as dem onstrated in 
interp retative practice, is the political underpinning of evaluations 
inherent in constitutional doubts and in interpretative choices. It

7* Cf. В. C h a u t  с  b o u t, Droit cons ti tu t ion nel  et sc ience pol it ique,  Paris 1982, 
p. 606— 609; Z a k r z e w s k a ,  op. cit.,  p. 47 sq.

73 N. T r о p e r, La mot iv a tion  des décisions const itut ionnel les,  [in:] La m o ti va -
tion..., p. 291.

74 Cf. Z a k r z e w s k a ,  op. cit., p. 90 sq.



seems that the role of the functional context, and especially of its 
political components, is very strong. Interpretation of evaluative  terms 
is mostly linked with a sociopolitical axiology, and the controversies 
concerning the quasi-descriptive and descriptive terms are  strictly 
linked with the political issues of functioning of the sociopolitical 
and structures. There are, of course, also other elem ents of functional 
context as e.g. econom y (e.g. planned economy, rational management) 
or general moral values (e.g. hum an dignity) or cultural values (e.g. 
rationality). But it is functional context which mostly stim ulates in ter-
pretative doubts and influences the interpretative  decisions. This seems 
to favorise the dynamic theory of constitutional interpreta tion, but 
not necessarily so — all depends on the ra te of societal changes in 
relation with the time of enactm ent of the constitution.

8.4.3. One of the problems of the operative constitutional in ter-
preta tion is the applicability of constitutional rules.

First of all one should presuppose that constitution has a norm ative 
character according to the accepted meaning of the term  ,,norm ati-
vity" (cf. point 8.4.1). Then there  is the question whether the rules 
of constitution are applicable in the same w ay as other rules.

It seems, that there are three groups of rules from the point of 
view of their applicability.

(a) The rules which are simply directly applicable, i.e. rules whose 
observation can be stated in a dichotomic way, e.g. usually rules 
of conduct sensu stricto and rules of organisation (cf. point 8.4.1 
(a) (to)).

(b) The rules which are  gradually directly applicable, i.e. their 
observation can be stated by reference to a degree of the conform ity 
with the rule. This is the case of teleological and directival rules 
(cf. point 8.4.1 (c) (d)).

(c) The rules which are indirectly applicable, i.e. rules referinng 
to statutes which ought to be enacted, and, thus, are applicable only 
through these statutes. E.g. the rule that the house search is perm i-
tted only in cases determ ined by statu te (art. 87 sec. 2 Const. P) or 
that the m arriage is based on the moral and juridical equality of 
spouses with limits imposed by statute for the sake of the unity of 
family (art. 29 Const. I).

The difference betw een the (a) and (ib) types of rules demands 
a comment. The applicability of a rule depends on formulation of 
a rela tional statem ent stating that a conduct is consistent or incon-
sistent with a constitutional rule (cf. point 8.2.5). This relation in the 
(a) type of rules is form ulated dichotomically provided an interpre-



tation is made, if needed. The (ib) type of rules, however, presents 
some difficulties, because the conduct of the rule — addressee is 
determ ined e ither by form ulation of the purpose or of a direction 
of this conduct. The question is, thus, how to form ulate the relational 
statem ent.

There are  two hypotheses possible. According to the first hypo-
thesis the behaviour is according the rule" in question if the purpose 
is „tota lly" implemented (teleological rule) or if the behaviour „com-
p lete ly” follows the prescribed line (directival rules). If this hypothe-
sis is accepted, then the (b) type of rules is not different from the 
(a) type, because the relational statem ent is dichotomic. The second 
hypothesis assum es that there  are degrees of following the rule, and, 
hence, a behaviour can be „more" or „less" conform with the rule 
in question. This prima facie corresponds with the technique of law -
-making channeling human behaviour by these rules in higher degree 
than the first hypothesis. But if this is the case then constitutional 
interpretation of these rules has to solve a rather difficult problem 
of qualification of 'behaviour when answ ering the question of consti-
tutionality of law or constitutional responsibility. And there are situa-
tions w hen this is not an easy proposition.

Analogous problems arise outside the area of constitutional in ter-
pretation, but in form ulation of constitutional texts the cases of g ra -
dual direct applicability and indirect are relatively frequent and stro -
ngly influence the im portance of controlling function of this inter-
pretation.

8.4.4. O ne of the particularities of constitutional interpretation is 
its political character, which has been stressed when dealinq with 
separate problem s above. Concluding my rem arks it is convenient 
to put together some m ost relevant features of constitutional in ter-
pretation determ ining its political character. It is no not necessary 
here to define the m eaning of the term  „political". It is understood 
here in the most ample and cu rren t m eaning: something is political 
if it is connected genetically and/or functionally with the relations 
betw een the various groups interested in using the power of the 
state in preferred directions.

Constitution is a legal and political act. One can argue that each 
legal rule is political because of the very nature of law, but im por-
tan t here  is to stress that constitution is a norm ative act with the 
specially pronounced political character. It is so because of the gene-
sis of the constitution, its content and function. The constitution taken 
as a whole expresses more or less adequate ly the political relations



of a society organized in a state, fixes the basic structures of the 
state apparatus, and functions as a safeguard of m aintaining and 
developping the sociopolitical system. Constitution guarantees the 
citizens' rights and liberties. Constitution outlines, thus, the basic 
rules of politics expressed in legal forms. The structure  of the state, 
the relations between representa tive and adm inistrative bodies, the 
degrees of centralization and decentralization, are fixed together with 
outlining the principal tasks and, eventually, directions of the activity 
of the state.

Constitution is thought as the hierarchically highest set of rules 
of the legal system, and taking into account the consistency and co -
herence of this system  (cf. point 3.2) it functions as a set (or at 
least as a sub-set) of principles of law (cf. point 4.5).

The constitutional rules are imbedded in political axiology at least 
through the evaluative terms which refer to political values, but these 
values do influence interp retation of quasi-descriptive and descriptive 
terms in cases of doubt stimulated by functional context (cf. point
8.4.2).

Taking th is into account it is evident why the institutions of con-
trolling the constitutionality of law and dealing with constitutional 
responsibility are  so strictly linked with general political issues. This 
is the problem of the place  of parliam ent as a statute-m aking agency 
and its suprem acy. There is the problem of controlling the functions 
of the top state organs in perform ance of their constitutionally dete r-
mined functions.

The constitutional interpretation implied by  its controlling function 
is, thus, political at least in two respects: firstly, ex definitione it 
guarantees the observation of constitutional rules which have them -
selves a political character; and, secondly, the function of in terpre-
tative decisions is political when it determ ines the politically relevant 
issues. And it is so whether the static or dynamic ideology of in ter-
pretation prevails.

Taking this into account one can ask w hether through constitu-
tional interpretation one transform s the political problems into legal 
problems or vice versa transform s legal problem s into political 
ones'*. 1 he general theory of interpretation explains that evaluations 
do play im portant role in justification of interpreta tive  decisions and 
in the processes of interpreta tive  decision-m aking. There are various 
types of these evaluations, and among them, not only in constitutio-
nal interpretation, there are  political, moral, economical and other 
evaluations. This is not the reason of treating legal interpretation as

75 Compare E r m a c o r a ,  op. cit.,  p. 117, 251.



a „transform ation" of extralegal problems to legal problems. W hat 
is im portant for us is to stress that constitutional interpretation, u su-
ally, is m ore closely linked with political issues than in terpreta tion 
of other rules of statutory and sub-statutory hierarchical level. In ter-
p retation of constitutional rules decides more politically re levant issu-
es and is linked w ith more political choices than interpretation of 
other rules. This is the fact influencing the institutionalization of 
constitutional interpretation, i.e. w hether to create  special institutions 
dealing with it in an au toritative way, and w hat types of issues can 
stim ulate this interpreta tion, and what kind of validity these in ter-
p reta tive  decisions will have.

All these highly politically locaded issues are decided by law, 
and generally their basic outline is form ulated in constitution because 
of their essential importance. If really „la constitution demande â être 
interprétée"76 then our postu late  is that the constitutional in terp reta-
tion ought to 'be presented as properly justified interpreta tive  decision.

R eceived  by Chair of T heory of S tate and Law
Editorial Com m ittee U niversity  of Łódź
„Folia iuridica" 
in April 1985

Je r zy  W r ó b le w s k i

ZARYS OGÓLNEJ TEORII W YKŁADNI PRAW A  
A W YKŁADNIA KONSTYTUCJI

Istn ieje  szr»reg pojęć  interpretacji prawa. Autor ujm uje interpretację jako u sta le-
nie znaczenia budzących w ątp liw ość testów  prawnych. Jest to  u jęcie  przydatne dla  
badań w ykładni podejm ow anej w procesie  stosow ania  prawa (w ykładnia operatyw na) 
i dotyczy  w ykładni dokonyw anej przez naukę prawa (wykładnia doktrynalna), choć  
w  obu rodzajach w yk ładni odm ienne są źródła w ą tp liw o ści oraz charakter p od ej-
m owanej decyzji in terpretacyjnej.

Autor przedstawia typ ologię  w ykładni, ze w zględu  na: (a) źródła w ykładni,  
(b) m oc w iążącą  usta leń  interpretacyjnych , (c) rodzaj interpretowanego teksltju, (d) kw a-
lifikację  w ykładni.

M odel w ykładni operatyw nej w yróżn ia następujące e lem enty  zanalizow ane przez  
au,tora:

(a) źródła w ątp liw ości w  rozum ieniu tekstu praw nego połączone z w łaściw o ścia-
mi języka prawnego, system u prawa i kontekstu jego  funkcjonowania;

(b) zastosow anie  dyrektyw  interpretacyjnych  pierw szego  stopnia, u jętych  w  trzy  
rodzais w ykładni prawa, w yodrębnione ze w zględu na kontekst językow y, system o-
w y i funkcjonalny  (autor form ułuje U  dyrektyw  tego  typu);

78 B u r  d e  a u , Les l ibe ries ., ,  p. 67.



(c) porównanie  w y ników  zastosow ania  tych dyrektyw  i usun ięcie  ew entualnych  
rozb ieżności przez dyrektyw y preferencji drugiego stopn ia (autor podaje  trzy takie  
dyrektyw y) ;

(d) sform ułow anie decyzji Interpretacyjnej uzasadnianej przez pow ołan ie dyrektyw  
in terpretacyjnych o w z  ocen  potrzebnych do ich wyboru oraz stosow ania . U sta len ie  
in terpretacyjne dotyczy  znaczenia przepisu lub jego e lem entu w języku prawnym  lub  
w danej sytuacji jogo użycia.

Przy podejściu ocon iająco-postu latyw nym  do w ykładni prawa form ułuje się  ideo-
log ie  w zględ n ie  norm atyw ne teorie w ykładni prawa. W yznaczają one podstaw ow e  
w artości, które interprotator w in ien realizow ać, oraz d yrektyw y in terpretacyjne. N or-
m atywna teoria w ykładni form ułuje je w sposób w yczerpujący  i w ystarczający  do  
rozwiązan ia każdego zagadnien ia  in terpretacyjnego , ideo log ia  zaś jedyn ie  ogó ln ie  je  
wyznacza . Ze w zględu  na podstaw ow e w artości zak ładane w  ideologii (norm atyw ne]  
teorii) w ykładni autor w yróżn ia  teorie  statyczne (wartości: pew ność prawa, sta łość  
prawa, bezp ieczeństw o prawne), związane z konstrukcją sta łego  znaczen ia przepisów  
oraz teorie  dynam iczne (wartość: dostosow anie  prawa do życia) zak ładające konstruk-
cję  zm iennego znaczen ia przepisu.

D yskutow ane zagadnien ie  tw órczego  charakteru w ykładni oraz Istnienia „rzeczy-
w istego  znaczen ia przepisu zakłada przyjęcie  szeregu konstrukcji pojęciow ych . Ist-
n ien ie  tak iego  znaczenia przyjm uje w ykład nia  operatyw na oraz, z regu ły , w ykładnia  
doktrynalna. Z teoretycznopraw nego punktu w idzen ia , usta lone in terpretacyjn ie  zna-
czen ie  przepisu jest uzależn ione od przyjętych dyrektyw  in terpretacyjnych i ocen.  
P raw dziw ość usta leń  interpretacji, przy za łożonej koncepcji prawdy, za leży  od w łaś-
c iw ości tej relatyw izacji.

Z astosow anie  teorii w ykładni do w ykładni konstytucji w iąże autor z rozw aża-
niem  funkcji kontrolnej przepisów  konstytucji, w  ramach której w y stęp uje  kontrola  
konstytu cyjności ustaw oraz odpowiedzia lność konstytucyjna , co w ym aga z regu ły  
dokonania w ykładni odpow iednich przepisów.

Istnieją  trzy instytucjonalne rozwiązania kontro li kon stytucyjności ustaw (przez  
cia ło  polityczne, przez instytucję  typu sądow ego, w  drodze sam okontroli); każda w y -
m aga dokonania w ykładni niezbędnej do sform ułow ania odp ow iedn iego  zwrotu sto-
sunk ow ego o zgodności ustawy z konstytucją . Autor om awia rów nież  podstaw ow e  
rozwiązan ia w  zakresie odpow iedzia lności konstytucyjnej zw iązanej z w ykładnią  n ie-
zbędną dla sfo im ułow ania  zwrotu stosunkow ego o zgodności zachow ania  z konstytu -
cją.

Szczególne problem y w ykładni konstytucji w iążą się  z następującym i m om enta-
mi: (a) z różnorodnością regu ł konstytucji przy założen iu jej norm atyw nego charak-
teru (reguły sensu st ricto ,  reguły organizacyjne, reguły celow o ściow e, reguły dyrek-  
ty w aln e); (b) z rodzajami zw rotów  w ystępujących  w sform ułowaniach konstytucji  
(zwroty ocen iające, zw roty quasi-op isow e, zw roty opisow e); (c) ze  stosow alnością  
przepisów konstytucji (bezpośrednia stosow alność, pośrednia przez ustaw y); (d) z po-
litycznym  charakterem  w ykładni konstytucji, która jest najw yższym  hierach iczn ie  ak-
tem norm atywnym  i jednocześn ie  aktem  politycznym .


